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First modified section 

6.8.1.2 Service primitives 

Table 6.8/1: MAP-INSERT-SUBSCRIBER-DATA 

Parameter name Request Indication Response Confirm 
Invoke Id M M(=) M(=) M(=) 
IMSI C C(=)   
MSISDN C C(=)   
Category C C(=)   
Subscriber Status C C(=)   
Bearer service List C C(=) C C(=) 
Teleservice List C C(=) C C(=) 
Forwarding information List C C(=)   
Call barring information List C C(=)   
CUG information List C C(=)   
SS-Data List C C(=)   
eMLPP Subscription Data C C(=)   
Operator Determined Barring General data C C(=) C C(=) 
Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data C C(=)   
Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported 
Feature 

C C(=)   

Regional Subscription Data C C(=)   
VLR CAMEL Subscription Info C C(=)   
Voice Broadcast Data C C(=)   
Voice Group Call Data C C(=)   
SS-Code List   C C(=) 
Regional Subscription Response   C C(=) 
Supported CAMEL Phases   C C (=) 
User error   U C(=) 
Provider error    O 
 

6.8.1.3 Parameter use 

All parameters are described in subclause 5.6. The following clarifications are applicable: 

IMSI 

It is only included if the service is not used in an ongoing transaction (e.g. location updating). 

MSISDN 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. The MSISDN sent shall be the basic MSISDN. 

Category 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. 

Subscriber Status 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. 

To apply, remove or update Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status is set to Operator 
Determined Barring. In this case ODB General Data shall also be present. If the Operator Determined Barring applies 
and the subscriber is registered in the HPLMN and HPLMN specific Operator Determined Barring applies then ODB 
HPLMN Specific Data shall also be present. 

To remove all Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status shall be set to "Service Granted". 
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Bearer service List 

A list of Extensible Bearer service parameters (Extensible Bearer service is defined in subclause 5.6). An Extensible 
Bearer service parameter must be the code for an individual Bearer service, except in the cases described below. 

The codes for the Bearer service groups "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" shall, if 
applicable, be sent from the HLR to the VLR as a pair. The codes for the Bearer service groups 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" shall, if applicable, be sent from the HLR to 
the VLR as a pair. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it includes either all Extensible Bearer services subscribed (at location 
updating or at restoration) or only the ones added (at subscriber data modification). 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Bearer service parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Bearer services (no 
error is sent back), except in the cases described below. 

If the VLR receives the codes for the Bearer service groups "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" and supports one or more of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data 
rates specified for simple data bearer services, it shall accept the bearer service codes, and not return them in the 
response to the HLR. If the VLR does not support any of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data rates 
specified for simple data bearer services, and receives the pair of codes for "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and 
"allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" or the pair of codes for "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS", it shall reject the pair of codes by returning them in the response to the HLR. 

Teleservice List 

A list of Extensible Teleservice parameters (Extensible Teleservice is defined in subclause 5.6). An Extensible 
Teleservice parameter must be the code for an individual Teleservice. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it contains either all Extensible Teleservices subscribed (at location updating 
or at restoration) or the ones added (at subscriber data modification). 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Teleservice parameters which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Teleservices (no error is sent back). 

Forwarding information List 

A list of Extensible Forwarding information parameters (Extensible Forwarding information is defined in 
subclause 5.6). It includes Call Forwarding services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are 
changed. Each Extensible Forwarding information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in 
the primitive. 

The Extensible Forwarding information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call forwarding supplementary 
service. The Extensible Forwarding information shall contain one or more Extensible Forwarding Features (Extensible 
Forwarding Feature is defined in subclause 5.6). 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted according 
to the rules in subclause 6.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the Extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then (except for call forwarding unconditional) 
the Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain a forwarded-to number and, if available, the forwarded-to subaddress. 
In other states the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to subaddress shall not be included. For call 
forwarding unconditional the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to subaddress shall not be 
included. If the VLR does not receive a forwarded-to subaddress then it shall assume that a forwarded-to subaddress has 
not been registered. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain the extensible forwarding options (except for call forwarding 
unconditional where the extensible forwarding options shall not be included). Bits 3 and 4 of the extensible forwarding 
options shall be ignored by the VLR, and may be set to any value by the HLR. 
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For call forwarding on no reply: If the extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then  the 
Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an extensible no reply condition timer. In other states the no reply 
condition timer shall not be included. 

For call forwarding services other than call forwarding on no reply: The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall not 
contain a no reply condition timer. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Call Forwarding service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Call Forwarding service codes (no 
error is sent back). 

Call barring information List 

A list of Extensible Call barring information parameters (Extensible Call barring information is defined in 
subclause 5.6). It includes Call Barring services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. 
Each Extensible Call barring information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the 
primitive. 

The Extensible Call barring information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call barring supplementary service. 
The Extensible Call barring information shall contain one or more Extensible Call Barring Features (Extensible Call 
Barring Feature is defined in subclause 5.6). 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted 
according to the rules in subclause 6.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature shall contain an extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Call Barring service codes which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Extensible Call 
Barring service codes (no error is sent back). 

CUG information List 

A list of CUG information list parameters (CUG information is defined in subclause 5.6). It includes CUG information 
either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in CUG data, the HLR shall include the complete CUG-
SubscriptionList and, if there are options per basic group, it shall also include the complete CUG-FeatureList. If there 
are not options per extensible basic service group the CUG-FeatureList shall not be included. 

In any dialogue, the first insertSubscriberData message which contains CUG information shall include a non-empty 
CUG-SubscriptionList. 

When the VLR receives CUG data it shall replace the stored CUG data with the received data set. 

If CUG-FeatureList is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation VLR shall interpret that no options per extensible 
basic service group exist, and then it shall apply the default values i.e. no outgoing access, no incoming access, no 
preferential CUG exists. 

If CUG-Feature is received without preferential CUG, the VLR shall interpret that no preferential CUG applies. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. 

Note that data consistency between CUG subscription data and CUG feature data is the responsibility of the HLR. 

If the VLR does not support the CUG service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards 
the received information (no error is sent back). 

SS-Data List 

A list of Extensible SS-Data parameters (Extensible SS-Data is defined in subclause 5.6). It is sent for any other 
supplementary service than Call Forwarding, Call Barring,  CUG and eMLPP either at location updating or at 
restoration or when they are changed. Each SS-Data parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in 
the primitive. 
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The Extensible SS-Data shall include the SS-Code for an individual supplementary service. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter and any subscription options that are 
applicable to the service defined by the SS-Code. 

The SS-Data may include a Basic Service Group List. This shall be interpreted according to the rules in 
subclause 6.8.1.4. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any supplementary service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore discards the unsupported service codes received 
(no error is sent back). 

Operator Determined Barring General data 

If it is included in a Request/Indication, it includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied 
to a subscriber registered in any PLMN. This parameter is only included in a Request/Indication when the parameter 
Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all General Operator Determined Barring 
Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing Operator Determined Barring General Data which shows that the 
subscriber is subject to barring not supported / not allocated by the VLR, it returns Operator Determined Barring 
General Data in the response to the HLR to show the barring categories which are not supported / not allocated by the 
VLR. 

Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 

It includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied only to a subscriber registered in the 
HPLMN. Therefore, it shall only be transferred to the VLR when the subscriber is roaming into the HPLMN and when 
the parameter Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all HPLMN Operator 
Determined Barring Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring and no Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 
is present then the VLR shall not apply any HPLMN specific ODB services to the subscriber. 

eMLPP Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the priorities the subscriber might apply for a 
call (as defined in subclause 5.6). It contains both subparameters of eMLPP. 

If the VLR does not support the eMLPP service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and 
therefore discards the received information (no error is sent back). 

eMLPP subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely 
replaced by the new eMLPP subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. 

Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the MSC/VLR (e.g. Advice of Charge Charging Level). 

If this parameter is sent to the VLR the MSC area is restricted by the HLR and the VLR. 

Regional Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the subscriber's subscription area for the 
addressed VLR (as defined in subclause 5.6). It contains the complete list of up to 10 Zone Codes that apply to a 
subscriber in the currently visited PLMN. The HLR shall send only those Zone Codes which are stored against the CC 
and NDC of the VLR to be updated. 

NOTE: Support of this parameter is a network operator option and it will not be sent to networks which do not 
support Regional Subscription. 

Regional subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely 
replaced by the regional subscription data received in an Insert Subscriber Data indication during either an Update 
Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. 
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After the regional subscription data are inserted the VLR shall derive whether its location areas are allowed or not. If 
the whole MSC area is restricted it will be reported to HLR by returning the Regional Subscription Response. 

The VLR returns a Regional Subscription Response indicating that a problem with the Zone Code has been detected in 
one of the following cases: 

- Too Many Zone Codes: more than 10 Zone Codes are to be stored in the VLR; 

- Regional Subscription Not Supported by the VLR; 

- Zone Codes Conflict: the VLR detects that the zone codes indicate conflicting service permission for a location 
area. 

Zone codes which have no mapping to location areas shall be ignored. 

If a sequence of MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA services is used during a dialogue, Regional Subscription Data 
shall be accepted only in one service. Regional Subscription Data received in a subsequent service shall be rejected with 
the error Unexpected Data Value. 

If Regional Subscription Data are not included in any MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA service, there is no 
restriction of roaming due to Regional Subscription. 

Voice Broadcast Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; (VBS-Data is defined in subclause 5.6). It 
includes VBS information either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VBS data, the HLR shall include the complete VBS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VBS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VBS-data with the received data set. All 
subsequent VBS-dta received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBS-data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VBS data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. 

Voice Group Call Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; see subclause 5.6. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VGCS data, the HLR shall include the complete VGCS-
Data. 

When the VLR receives VGCS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VGCS-Data with the received data set. 
All VGCS-Data received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBCS-Data is omitted in the Insert Subsciber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VGCS-Data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. 

SS-Code List 

The list of SS-Code parameters for the services that are provided to a subscriber but are not supported/allocated by the 
VLR (SS-Code is defined in subclause 5.6). The list can only include individual SS-Codes that were sent in the service 
request and SS-Codes for the eMLPP and/or CUG services if the above mentioned conditions, as described in eMLPP 
Subscription Data and/or CUG information List, are met (that is, eMLPP Subscription Data and/or CUG information 
List are received). 

Regional Subscription Response 

If included in the response this parameter indicates one of: 

- MSC Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- Too Many Zone Codes to be inserted; 
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- Zone Codes Conflict; 

- Regional Subscription not Supported by the VLR. 

If the VLR determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire MSC area is restricted, the VLR 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating MSC Area Restricted. Otherwise MSC Area Restricted 
is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current MSC area is no longer restricted. 

VLR CAMEL Subscription Info 

This parameter is sent for subscribers who have CAMEL services which are invoked in the MSC. In CAMEL phase 1 
this parameter contains only the O-CSI. The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent at location updating or when any 
information in the applicable CAMEL Subscription Info in the HLR has been changed. The entire set of CAMEL 
Subscription Info is sent. If a set of CAMEL Subscription Info is already stored in the VLR it is replaced by the 
received data. 

Supported CAMEL Phases 

The use of this parameter and  the requirements for its presence are specified in GSM 03.78. 
A VLR not supporting any CAMEL-Phase may omit this parameter. 

User error 

Only one of the following values is applicable: 

- Unidentified subscriber; 

- Data missing; 

- Unexpected data value. 

 

End of modified section 
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First modified section 

8.8.1.2 Service primitives 

Table 8.8/1: MAP-INSERT-SUBSCRIBER-DATA 

Parameter name Request Indication Response Confirm 
Invoke Id M M(=) M(=) M(=) 
IMSI C C(=)   
MSISDN C C(=)   
Category C C(=)   
Subscriber Status C C(=)   
Bearer service List C C(=) C C(=) 
Teleservice List C C(=) C C(=) 
Forwarding information List C C(=)   
Call barring information List C C(=)   
CUG information List C C(=)   
SS-Data List C C(=)   
eMLPP Subscription Data C C(=)   
Operator Determined Barring General data C C(=) C C(=) 
Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data C C(=)   
Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported 
Feature 

C C(=)   

Regional Subscription Data C C(=)   
VLR CAMEL Subscription Info C C(=)   
Voice Broadcast Data C C(=)   
Voice Group Call Data C C(=)   
Network access mode C C(=)   

GPRS Subscription Data C C(=)   
Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To 
Unsupported Feature 

C C(=)   

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier 
Id 

U C(=)   

SS-Code List   C C(=) 
Regional Subscription Response   C C(=) 
Supported CAMEL Phases   C C (=) 
User error   U C(=) 
Provider error    O 
 

8.8.1.3 Parameter use 

Network access mode 

This parameter defines if the subscriber has access to MSC/VLR and/or to SGSN. This parameter is used by SGSN and 
MSC/VLR. In VLR, the parameter is used only as part of Restore Data Procedure and the parameter is not stored in the 
VLR. This parameter shall always be sent to the SGSN as part of the GPRS subscriber data at GPRS location updating.  
It shall be sent to the SGSN if it is changed as a result of administrative action. 

All parameters are described in subclause 7.6. The following clarifications are applicable: 

IMSI 

It is only included if the service is not used in an ongoing transaction (e.g. location updating). This parameter is used by 
the VLR and the SGSN. 

MSISDN 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. The MSISDN sent shall be the basic MSISDN. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 
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Category 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN 
receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Subscriber Status 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed.  

To apply, remove or update Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status is set to Operator 
Determined Barring. In this case ODB General Data shall also be present. If the Operator Determined Barring applies 
and the subscriber is registered in the HPLMN and HPLMN specific Operator Determined Barring applies then ODB 
HPLMN Specific Data shall also be present. 

To remove all Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status shall be set to "Service Granted". This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Bearer service List 

A list of Extensible Bearer service parameters (Extensible Bearer service is defined in subclause 7.6). An Extensible 
Bearer service parameter must be the code for an individual Bearer service, except in the cases described below. 

The codes for the Bearer service groups "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" shall, if 
applicable, be sent from the HLR to the VLR as a pair. The codes for the Bearer service groups 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" shall, if applicable, be sent from the HLR to 
the VLR as a pair. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it includes either all Extensible Bearer services subscribed (at location 
updating or at restoration) or only the ones added (at subscriber data modification). 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Bearer service parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Bearer services (no 
error is sent back), except in the cases described below. 

If the VLR receives the codes for the Bearer service groups "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" and supports one or more of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data 
rates specified for simple data bearer services, it shall accept the bearer service codes, and not return them in the 
response to the HLR. If the VLR does not support any of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data rates 
specified for simple data bearer services, and receives the pair of codes for "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and 
"allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" or the pair of codes for "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS", it shall reject the pair of codes by returning them in the response to the HLR. This 
parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Teleservice List 

A list of Extensible Teleservice parameters (Extensible Teleservice is defined in subclause 7.6). An Extensible 
Teleservice parameter must be the code for an individual Teleservice. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it contains either all Extensible Teleservices subscribed (at location updating 
or at restoration) or the ones added (at subscriber data modification). Only the Extensible Teleservices that are relevant 
to the node at which the message is received should be included in the Teleservice List. 

If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing any Extensible Teleservice parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Teleservices (no 
error is sent back). This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Forwarding information List 

A list of Extensible Forwarding information parameters (Extensible Forwarding information is defined in 
subclause 7.6). It includes Call Forwarding services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are 
changed. Each Extensible Forwarding information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in 
the primitive. 

The Extensible Forwarding information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call forwarding supplementary 
service. The Extensible Forwarding information shall contain one or more Extensible Forwarding Features (Extensible 
Forwarding Feature is defined in subclause 7.6). 
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The Extensible Forwarding Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted according 
to the rules in subclause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the Extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then (except for call forwarding unconditional) 
the Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain a forwarded-to number and, if available, the forwarded-to subaddress. 
In other states the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to subaddress shall not be included. For call 
forwarding unconditional the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to subaddress shall not be 
included. If the VLR does not receive a forwarded-to subaddress then it shall assume that a forwarded-to subaddress has 
not been registered. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain the extensible forwarding options (except for call forwarding 
unconditional where the extensible forwarding options shall not be included). Bits 3 and 4 of the extensible forwarding 
options shall be ignored by the VLR, and may be set to any value by the HLR. 

For call forwarding on no reply: If the extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then  the 
Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an extensible no reply condition timer. In other states the no reply 
condition timer shall not be included. 

For call forwarding services other than call forwarding on no reply: The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall not 
contain a no reply condition timer. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Call Forwarding service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Call Forwarding service codes (no 
error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Call barring information List 

A list of Extensible Call barring information parameters (Extensible Call barring information is defined in 
subclause 7.6). It includes Call Barring services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. 
Each Extensible Call barring information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the 
primitive. 

The Extensible Call barring information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call barring supplementary service. 
The Extensible Call barring information shall contain one or more Extensible Call Barring Features (Extensible Call 
Barring Feature is defined in subclause 7.6). 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted 
according to the rules in subclause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature shall contain an extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Call Barring service codes which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Extensible Call 
Barring service codes (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

CUG information List 

A list of CUG information list parameters (CUG information is defined in subclause 7.6). It includes CUG information 
either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in CUG data, the HLR shall include the complete CUG-
SubscriptionList and, if there are options per basic group, it shall also include the complete CUG-FeatureList. If there 
are not options per extensible basic service group the CUG-FeatureList shall not be included. 

In any dialogue, the first insertSubscriberData message which contains CUG information shall include a non-empty 
CUG-SubscriptionList. 

When the VLR receives CUG data it shall replace the stored CUG data with the received data set. 

If CUG-FeatureList is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation VLR shall interpret that no options per extensible 
basic service group exist, and then it shall apply the default values i.e. no outgoing access, no incoming access, no 
preferential CUG exists. 
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If CUG-Feature is received without preferential CUG, the VLR shall interpret that no preferential CUG applies. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. 

Note that data consistency between CUG subscription data and CUG feature data is the responsibility of the HLR. 

If the VLR does not support the CUG service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards 
the received information (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

SS-Data List 

A list of Extensible SS-Data parameters (Extensible SS-Data is defined in subclause 7.6). It is sent for any other 
supplementary service than Call Forwarding, Call Barring,  CUG and eMLPP either at location updating or at 
restoration or when they are changed. Each SS-Data parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in 
the primitive. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall include the SS-Code for an individual supplementary service. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter and any subscription options that are 
applicable to the service defined by the SS-Code. 

The SS-Data may include a Basic Service Group List. This shall be interpreted according to the rules in 
subclause 8.8.1.4. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any supplementary service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore discards the unsupported service codes received 
(no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Operator Determined Barring General data 

If it is included in a Request/Indication, it includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied 
to a subscriber registered in any PLMN. This parameter is only included in a Request/Indication when the parameter 
Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all General Operator Determined Barring 
Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing Operator Determined Barring General Data which shows that 
the subscriber is subject to barring not supported / not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN, it returns Operator 
Determined Barring General Data in the response to the HLR to show the barring categories which are not supported / 
not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 

It includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied only to a subscriber registered in the 
HPLMN. Therefore, it shall only be transferred to the VLR or to the SGSN when the subscriber is roaming into the 
HPLMN and when the parameter Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all 
HPLMN Operator Determined Barring Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring and no Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 
is present then the VLR or the SGSN shall not apply any HPLMN specific ODB services to the subscriber. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

eMLPP Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the priorities the subscriber might apply for a 
call (as defined in subclause 7.6). It contains both subparameters of eMLPP.  

If the VLR does not support the eMLPP service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and 
therefore discards the received information (no error is sent back). 

eMLPP subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely 
replaced by the new eMLPP subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. This parameter is used 
only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 
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Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the MSC/VLR (e.g. Advice of Charge Charging Level). 

If this parameter is sent to the VLR the MSC area is restricted by the HLR and the VLR. This parameter is used only by 
the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Regional Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the subscriber's subscription area for the 
addressed VLR or for the addressed SGSN (as defined in subclause 7.6). It contains the complete list of up to 10 Zone 
Codes that apply to a subscriber in the currently visited PLMN. The HLR shall send only those Zone Codes which are 
stored against the CC and NDC of the VLR or the CC and NDC of the SGSN to be updated. 

NOTE: Support of this parameter is a network operator option and it will not be sent to networks which do not 
support Regional Subscription. 

Regional subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR or in the SGSN are 
completely replaced by the regional subscription data received in an Insert Subscriber Data indication during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. 

After the regional subscription data are inserted the VLR or the SGSN shall derive whether its location areas are 
allowed or not. If the whole MSC or SGSN area is restricted it will be reported to HLR by returning the Regional 
Subscription Response. 

The VLR or the SGSN returns a Regional Subscription Response indicating that a problem with the Zone Code has 
been detected in one of the following cases: 

- Too Many Zone Codes: more than 10 Zone Codes are to be stored in the VLR or in the SGSN; 

- Regional Subscription Not Supported by the VLR or the SGSN; 

- Zone Codes Conflict: the VLR or the SGSN detects that the zone codes indicate conflicting service permission 
for a location area. 

Zone codes which have no mapping to location areas shall be ignored. 

If a sequence of MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA services is used during a dialogue, Regional Subscription Data 
shall be accepted only in one service. Regional Subscription Data received in a subsequent service shall be rejected with 
the error Unexpected Data Value. 

If Regional Subscription Data are not included in any MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA service, there is no 
restriction of roaming due to Regional Subscription. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Voice Broadcast Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; (VBS-Data is defined in subclause 7.6). It 
includes VBS information either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VBS data, the HLR shall include the complete VBS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VBS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VBS-data with the received data set. All 
subsequent VBS-dta received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBS-data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VBS data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. . This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall 
ignore it. 

Voice Group Call Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; see subclause 7.6. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VGCS data, the HLR shall include the complete VGCS-
Data. 
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When the VLR receives VGCS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VGCS-Data with the received data set. 
All VGCS-Data received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBCS-Data is omitted in the Insert Subsciber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VGCS-Data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier Id 

The preferred carrier identity that is subscribed to. 

When the VLR receives this parameter from the HLR, it shall replace the previously stored preferred carrier identity 
with the received one. 

SS-Code List 

The list of SS-Code parameters for the services that are provided to a subscriber but are not supported/allocated by the 
VLR (SS-Code is defined in subclause 7.6). The list can only include individual SS-Codes that were sent in the service 
request and SS-Codes for the eMLPP and/or CUG services if the above mentioned conditions, as described in eMLPP 
Subscription Data and/or CUG information List, are met (that is, eMLPP Subscription Data and/or CUG information 
List are received). This parameter is used only by the VLR. 

Regional Subscription Response 

If included in the response this parameter indicates one of: 

- MSC Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- SGSN Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- Too Many Zone Codes to be inserted; 

- Zone Codes Conflict; 

- Regional Subscription not Supported by the VLR or by the SGSN. 

If the VLR determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire MSC area is restricted, the VLR 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating MSC Area Restricted. Otherwise MSC Area Restricted 
is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current MSC area is no longer restricted. 

If the SGSN determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire SGSN area is restricted, the SGSN 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating SGSN Area Restricted. Otherwise SGSN Area 
Restricted is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current SGSN area is no longer restricted. This parameter is 
used by the VLR and by the SGSN. 

VLR CAMEL Subscription Info 

This parameter is sent for subscribers who have CAMEL services which are invoked in the MSC. In CAMEL phase 1 
this parameter contains only the O-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 2 this parameter contains the SS-CSI and/or the O-CSI. If an 
O-CSI is contained, TDP-Criteria may also be present in CAMEL Phase 2. The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent 
at location updating or when any information in the applicable CAMEL Subscription Info in the HLR has been 
changed. The entire set of CAMEL Subscription Info is sent within one dialogue. If a set of CAMEL Subscription Info 
is already stored in the VLR, i.e received within a previous dialogue, it is replaced by the received data. If the VLR 
CAMEL Subscription Info is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored 
VLR CAMEL Subscription Info. Within one dialogue subsequent received data are interpreted as add-on data. If the 
VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error Unexpected 
Data Value.This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Supported CAMEL Phases 

The use of this parameter and  the requirements for its presence are specified in GSM 03.78. This parameter is used 
only by the VLR. 
A VLR not supporting any CAMEL Phase may omit this parameter. 
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GPRS Subscription Data 

This parameter contains a list of PDP-contexts a user has subscribed to; see subclause 7.6. 

At GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete GPRS Subscription Data. 

When there is a change in GPRS subscriber data the HLR shall include only the new and/or modified PDP contexts. 

When the SGSN receives GPRS Subscription Data within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire GPRS subscription data. If so, it shall replace the stored GPRS Subscription Data with the 
received data set, otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified PDP contexts (if any) and add the new PDP 
contexts (if any) to the stored GPRS Subscription Data. 

If GPRS Subscription Data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN shall keep the previously stored 
GPRS Subscription Data. 

If the SGSN detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the SGSN. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

User error 

Only one of the following values is applicable: 

- Unidentified subscriber; 

- Data missing; 

- Unexpected data value. 

End of modified section 
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First modified section 

8.8.1.2 Service primitives 

Table 8.8/1: MAP-INSERT-SUBSCRIBER-DATA 

Parameter name Request Indication Response Confirm 
Invoke Id M M(=) M(=) M(=) 
IMSI C C(=)   
MSISDN C C(=)   
Category C C(=)   
Subscriber Status C C(=)   
Bearer service List C C(=) C C(=) 
Teleservice List C C(=) C C(=) 
Forwarding information List C C(=)   
Call barring information List C C(=)   
CUG information List C C(=)   
SS-Data List C C(=)   
eMLPP Subscription Data C C(=)   
Operator Determined Barring General data C C(=) C C(=) 
Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data C C(=)   
Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported 
Feature 

C C(=)   

Regional Subscription Data C C(=)   
VLR CAMEL Subscription Info C C(=)   
Voice Broadcast Data C C(=)   
Voice Group Call Data C C(=)   
Network access mode C C(=)   

GPRS Subscription Data C C(=)   
Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To 
Unsupported Feature 

C C(=)   

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier 
Id List 

U C(=)   

LSA Information 
SS-Code List 

C C(=)  
C 

 
C(=) 

LMU Identifier C C(=)   
LCS Information C C(=)   
Regional Subscription Response   C C(=) 
Supported CAMEL Phases   C C (=) 
User error   U C(=) 
Provider error    O 
 

8.8.1.3 Parameter use 

Network access mode 

This parameter defines if the subscriber has access to MSC/VLR and/or to SGSN. This parameter is used by SGSN and 
MSC/VLR. In VLR, the parameter is used only as part of Restore Data Procedure and the parameter is not stored in the 
VLR. This parameter shall always be sent to the SGSN as part of the subscriber data at GPRS location updating.  It 
shall be sent to the SGSN or VLR as appropriate if it is to be changed as a result of administrative action. 

All parameters are described in subclause 7.6. The following clarifications are applicable: 

IMSI 

It is only included if the service is not used in an ongoing transaction (e.g. location updating). This parameter is used by 
the VLR and the SGSN. 

MSISDN 
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It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. The MSISDN sent shall be the basic MSISDN. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Category 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN 
receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Subscriber Status 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. 

To apply, remove or update Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status is set to Operator 
Determined Barring. In this case ODB General Data shall also be present. If the Operator Determined Barring applies 
and the subscriber is registered in the HPLMN and HPLMN specific Operator Determined Barring applies then ODB 
HPLMN Specific Data shall also be present. 

To remove all Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status shall be set to "Service Granted". This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Bearer service List 

A list of Extensible Bearer service parameters (Extensible Bearer service is defined in subclause 7.6). An Extensible 
Bearer service parameter must be the code for an individual Bearer service, except in the cases described below. 

The codes for the Bearer service groups "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" shall, if 
applicable, be sent from the HLR to the VLR as a pair. The codes for the Bearer service groups 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" shall, if applicable, be sent from the HLR to 
the VLR as a pair. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it includes either all Extensible Bearer services subscribed (at location 
updating or at restoration) or only the ones added (at subscriber data modification). 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Bearer service parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Bearer services (no 
error is sent back), except in the cases described below. 

If the VLR receives the codes for the Bearer service groups "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" and supports one or more of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data 
rates specified for simple data bearer services, it shall accept the bearer service codes, and not return them in the 
response to the HLR. If the VLR does not support any of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data rates 
specified for simple data bearer services, and receives the pair of codes for "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and 
"allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" or the pair of codes for "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS", it shall reject the pair of codes by returning them in the response to the HLR. This 
parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Teleservice List 

A list of Extensible Teleservice parameters (Extensible Teleservice is defined in subclause 7.6). An Extensible 
Teleservice parameter must be the code for an individual Teleservice. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it contains either all Extensible Teleservices subscribed (at location updating 
or at restoration) or the ones added (at subscriber data modification). Only the Extensible Teleservices that are relevant 
to the node at which the message is received should be included in the Teleservice List. 

If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing any Extensible Teleservice parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Teleservices (no 
error is sent back). This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Forwarding information List 

A list of Extensible Forwarding information parameters (Extensible Forwarding information is defined in 
subclause 7.6). It includes Call Forwarding services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are 
changed. Each Extensible Forwarding information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in 
the primitive. 
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The Extensible Forwarding information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call forwarding supplementary 
service. The Extensible Forwarding information shall contain one or more Extensible Forwarding Features (Extensible 
Forwarding Feature is defined in subclause 7.6). 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted according 
to the rules in subclause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the Extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then (except for call forwarding unconditional) 
the Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain a forwarded-to number and, if available, the forwarded-to subaddress. 
In other states the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to subaddress shall not be included. For call 
forwarding unconditional the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to subaddress shall not be 
included. If the VLR does not receive a forwarded-to subaddress then it shall assume that a forwarded-to subaddress has 
not been registered. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain the extensible forwarding options (except for call forwarding 
unconditional where the extensible forwarding options shall not be included). Bits 3 and 4 of the extensible forwarding 
options shall be ignored by the VLR, and may be set to any value by the HLR. 

For call forwarding on no reply: If the extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then the 
Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an extensible no reply condition timer. In other states the no reply 
condition timer shall not be included. 

For call forwarding services other than call forwarding on no reply: The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall not 
contain a no reply condition timer. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Call Forwarding service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Call Forwarding service codes (no 
error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Call barring information List 

A list of Extensible Call barring information parameters (Extensible Call barring information is defined in 
subclause 7.6). It includes Call Barring services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. 
Each Extensible Call barring information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the 
primitive. 

The Extensible Call barring information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call barring supplementary service. 
The Extensible Call barring information shall contain one or more Extensible Call Barring Features (Extensible Call 
Barring Feature is defined in subclause 7.6). 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted 
according to the rules in subclause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature shall contain an extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Call Barring service codes which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Extensible Call 
Barring service codes (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

CUG information List 

A list of CUG information list parameters (CUG information is defined in subclause 7.6). It includes CUG information 
either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in CUG data, the HLR shall include the complete CUG-
SubscriptionList and, if there are options per basic group, it shall also include the complete CUG-FeatureList. If there 
are not options per extensible basic service group the CUG-FeatureList shall not be included. 

In any dialogue, the first insertSubscriberData message which contains CUG information shall include a non-empty 
CUG-SubscriptionList. 

When the VLR receives CUG data it shall replace the stored CUG data with the received data set. 
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If CUG-FeatureList is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation VLR shall interpret that no options per extensible 
basic service group exist, and then it shall apply the default values i.e. no outgoing access, no incoming access, no 
preferential CUG exists. 

If CUG-Feature is received without preferential CUG, the VLR shall interpret that no preferential CUG applies. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. 

Note that data consistency between CUG subscription data and CUG feature data is the responsibility of the HLR. 

If the VLR does not support the CUG service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards 
the received information (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

SS-Data List 

A list of Extensible SS-Data parameters (Extensible SS-Data is defined in subclause 7.6). It is sent for any other 
supplementary service than Call Forwarding, Call Barring, CUG and eMLPP either at location updating or at restoration 
or when they are changed. Each SS-Data parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the 
primitive. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall include the SS-Code for an individual supplementary service. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter and any subscription options that are 
applicable to the service defined by the SS-Code. 

The SS-Data may include a Basic Service Group List. This shall be interpreted according to the rules in 
subclause 8.8.1.4. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any supplementary service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore discards the unsupported service codes received 
(no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Operator Determined Barring General data 

If it is included in a Request/Indication, it includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied 
to a subscriber registered in any PLMN. This parameter is only included in a Request/Indication when the parameter 
Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all General Operator Determined Barring 
Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing Operator Determined Barring General Data which shows that 
the subscriber is subject to barring not supported / not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN, it returns Operator 
Determined Barring General Data in the response to the HLR to show the barring categories which are not supported / 
not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 

It includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied only to a subscriber registered in the 
HPLMN. Therefore, it shall only be transferred to the VLR or to the SGSN when the subscriber is roaming into the 
HPLMN and when the parameter Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all 
HPLMN Operator Determined Barring Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring and no Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 
is present then the VLR or the SGSN shall not apply any HPLMN specific ODB services to the subscriber. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

eMLPP Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the priorities the subscriber might apply for a 
call (as defined in subclause 7.6). It contains both subparameters of eMLPP.  

If the VLR does not support the eMLPP service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and 
therefore discards the received information (no error is sent back). 
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eMLPP subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely 
replaced by the new eMLPP subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. This parameter is used 
only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the MSC/VLR (e.g. Advice of Charge Charging Level). 

If this parameter is sent to the VLR the MSC area is restricted by the HLR and the VLR. This parameter is used only by 
the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Regional Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the subscriber's subscription area for the 
addressed VLR or for the addressed SGSN (as defined in subclause 7.6). It contains the complete list of up to 10 Zone 
Codes that apply to a subscriber in the currently visited PLMN. The HLR shall send only those Zone Codes which are 
stored against the CC and NDC of the VLR or the CC and NDC of the SGSN to be updated. 

NOTE: Support of this parameter is a network operator option and it will not be sent to networks which do not 
support Regional Subscription. 

Regional subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR or in the SGSN are 
completely replaced by the regional subscription data received in an Insert Subscriber Data indication during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. 

After the regional subscription data are inserted the VLR or the SGSN shall derive whether its location areas are 
allowed or not. If the whole MSC or SGSN area is restricted it will be reported to HLR by returning the Regional 
Subscription Response. 

The VLR or the SGSN returns a Regional Subscription Response indicating that a problem with the Zone Code has 
been detected in one of the following cases: 

- Too Many Zone Codes: more than 10 Zone Codes are to be stored in the VLR or in the SGSN; 

- Regional Subscription Not Supported by the VLR or the SGSN; 

- Zone Codes Conflict: the VLR or the SGSN detects that the zone codes indicate conflicting service permission 
for a location area. 

Zone codes which have no mapping to location areas shall be ignored. 

If a sequence of MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA services is used during a dialogue, Regional Subscription Data 
shall be accepted only in one service. Regional Subscription Data received in a subsequent service shall be rejected with 
the error Unexpected Data Value. 

If Regional Subscription Data are not included in any MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA service, there is no 
restriction of roaming due to Regional Subscription. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Voice Broadcast Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; (VBS-Data is defined in subclause 7.6). It 
includes VBS information either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VBS data, the HLR shall include the complete VBS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VBS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VBS-data with the received data set. All 
subsequent VBS-dta received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBS-data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VBS data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. . This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall 
ignore it. 
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Voice Group Call Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; see subclause 7.6. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VGCS data, the HLR shall include the complete VGCS-
Data. 

When the VLR receives VGCS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VGCS-Data with the received data set. 
All VGCS-Data received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBCS-Data is omitted in the Insert Subsciber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VGCS-Data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier Id List 

A list of the preferred carrier identity codes that are subscribed to. 

When the VLR receives this parameter from the HLR, it shall replace the previously stored preferred carrier identity 
codes with the received ones. It is not possible to delete all the preferred carrier identity codes from the VLR using this 
service. To delete all the preferred carrier identity codes from the VLR, the HLR shall use the 
MAP_CANCEL_LOCATION service. 

LSA Information 

If included in the ISD request, this parameter contains a list of localised service area identities a user might have 
subscribed to together with the priority, the preferential access indicator, the active mode support indicator and active 
mode indication of each localised service area; see subclause 7.6. The access right outside these localised service areas 
is also indicated. In all cases mentioned below, the LSA information shall only include LSA Data applicable to the 
VPLMN where the Subscriber is located. The VLR number, received in the MAP-UPDATE_LOCATION primitive, or 
the SGSN number, received in the MAP_UPDATE_GPRS_LOCATION primitive, can be used, alongside data stored 
in the HLR, to determine the LSA Data applicable to the VPLMN. 

At restoration, location updating or GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete set of applicable LSA 
Information. 

When there is a change in LSA data the HLR shall include at least the new and/or modified LSA data. 

When there is a change in the access right outside the localised service areas the HLR shall include the LSA only access 
indicator. 

When the SGSN or the VLR receives LSA information within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire LSA information. If so, it shall replace the stored LSA information with the received data set, 
otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified LSA data (if any) and/or access right, and add the new LSA 
data (if any) to the stored LSA Information. 

If the entire LSA information is received, it shall always include the LSA only access indicator value together with the 
LSA data applicable for the PLMN (if any). 

If LSA Information is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN or the VLR shall keep the previously 
stored LSA Information.  

If the SGSN or the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

LMU Identifier 

This parameter indicates the presence of an LMU This parameter is used only by the VLR and shall be ignored if 
received by an SGSN. 

LCS Information 

This parameter provides the following LCS related information for an MS subscriber: 
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- list of GMLCs in the HPLMN 

- privacy exception list 

- MO-LR list 

At restoration and location updating, the HLR shall include the complete LCS data of the subscriber.  

When there is a change in LCS subscriber data the HLR shall include at least the new and/or modified LCS data. LCS 
data that is not modified need not be included. 

The VLR shall keep any previously stored LCS Information that is not included in an Insert Subscriber Data operation. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the LCS information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value.  

This parameter is used only by the VLR and shall be ignored if received by an SGSN. 

SS-Code List 

The list of SS-Code parameters for the services that are provided to a subscriber but are not supported/allocated by the 
VLR (SS-Code is defined in subclause 7.6). The list can only include individual SS-Codes that were sent in the service 
request and SS-Codes for the eMLPP and/or CUG services if the above mentioned conditions, as described in eMLPP 
Subscription Data and/or CUG information List, are met (that is, eMLPP Subscription Data and/or CUG information 
List are received). This parameter is used only by the VLR. 

Regional Subscription Response 

If included in the response this parameter indicates one of: 

- MSC Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- SGSN Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- Too Many Zone Codes to be inserted; 

- Zone Codes Conflict; 

- Regional Subscription not Supported by the VLR or by the SGSN. 

If the VLR determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire MSC area is restricted, the VLR 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating MSC Area Restricted. Otherwise MSC Area Restricted 
is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current MSC area is no longer restricted. 

If the SGSN determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire SGSN area is restricted, the SGSN 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating SGSN Area Restricted. Otherwise SGSN Area 
Restricted is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current SGSN area is no longer restricted. This parameter is 
used by the VLR and by the SGSN. 

VLR CAMEL Subscription Info 

This parameter is sent for subscribers who have CAMEL services which are invoked in the MSC. In CAMEL phase 1 
this parameter contains only the O-CSI. If an O-CSI is contained, TDP-Criteria may also be present in CAMEL Phase 
2. In CAMEL Phase 2 this parameter contains the SS-CSI and/or the O-CSI. The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is 
sent at location updating or when any information in the applicable CAMEL Subscription Info in the HLR has been 
changed. The entire set of CAMEL Subscription Info is sent within one dialogue. If a set of CAMEL Subscription Info 
is already stored in the VLR, i.e received within a previous dialogue, it is replaced by the received data. If the VLR 
CAMEL Subscription Info is ommitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored 
VLR CAMEL Subscription Info. Within one dialogue subsequent received data are interpreted as add-on data. If the 
VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error Unexpected 
Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it.  

The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info may contain the TIF-CSI (Translation Information Flag). See GSM 03.72 for the 
use of this parameter and the conditions for its presence. 
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Supported CAMEL Phases 

The use of this parameter and the requirements for its presence are specified in GSM 03.78. This parameter is used only 
by the VLR. 

A VLR not supporting any CAMEL-Phase may omit this parameter. 

GPRS Subscription Data 

This parameter contains a list of PDP-contexts a user has subscribed to; see subclause 7.6. 

At GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete GPRS Subscription Data. 

When there is a change in GPRS subscriber data the HLR shall include only the new and/or modified PDP contexts. 

When the SGSN receives GPRS Subscription Data within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire GPRS subscription data. If so, it shall replace the stored GPRS Subscription Data with the 
received data set, otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified PDP contexts (if any) and add the new PDP 
contexts (if any) to the stored GPRS Subscription Data. 

If GPRS Subscription Data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN shall keep the previously stored 
GPRS Subscription Data. 

If the SGSN detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the SGSN. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

User error 

Only one of the following values is applicable: 

- Unidentified subscriber; 

- Data missing; 

- Unexpected data value. 

End of modified section 
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First modified section 

8.8.1.2 Service primitives 

Table 8.8/1: MAP-INSERT-SUBSCRIBER-DATA 

Parameter name Request Indication Response Confirm 
Invoke Id M M(=) M(=) M(=) 
IMSI C C(=)   
MSISDN C C(=)   
Category C C(=)   
Subscriber Status C C(=)   
Bearer service List C C(=) C C(=) 
Teleservice List C C(=) C C(=) 
Forwarding information List C C(=)   
Call barring information List C C(=)   
CUG information List C C(=)   
SS-Data List C C(=)   
eMLPP Subscription Data C C(=)   
MC-Subscription Data C C(=)   
Operator Determined Barring General data C C(=) C C(=) 
Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data C C(=)   
Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported 
Feature 

C C(=)   

Regional Subscription Data C C(=)   
VLR CAMEL Subscription Info C C(=)   
Voice Broadcast Data C C(=)   
Voice Group Call Data C C(=)   
Network access mode C C(=)   

GPRS Subscription Data C C(=)   
Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To 
Unsupported Feature 

C C(=)   

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier 
Id List 

U C(=)   

SGSN Camel Subscription Info C C(=)   
LSA Information C C(=)   
IST Alert Timer C C(=)   
SS-Code List   C C(=) 
LMU Identifier C C(=)   
LCS Information C C(=)   
CS Allocation/Retention priority C C(=)   
Super-Charger Supported In HLR C C(=)   
Regional Subscription Response   C C(=) 
Supported CAMEL Phases   C C (=) 
User error   U C(=) 
Provider error    O 
 

8.8.1.3 Parameter use 

All parameters are described in clause 7.6. The following clarifications are applicable: 

Network access mode 

This parameter defines if the subscriber has access to MSC/VLR and/or to SGSN. This parameter is used by SGSN and 
MSC/VLR. In VLR, the parameter is used only as part of Restore Data Procedure and the parameter is not stored in the 
VLR. This parameter shall always be sent to the SGSN as part of the GPRS subscriber data at GPRS location updating.  
It shall be sent to the SGSN if it is changed as a result of administrative action. 

IMSI 
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It is only included if the service is not used in an ongoing transaction (e.g. location updating). This parameter is used by 
the VLR and the SGSN. 

MSISDN 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. The MSISDN sent shall be the basic MSISDN. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Category 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN 
receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Subscriber Status 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. 

To apply, remove or update Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status is set to Operator 
Determined Barring. In this case ODB General Data shall also be present. If the Operator Determined Barring applies 
and the subscriber is registered in the HPLMN and HPLMN specific Operator Determined Barring applies then ODB 
HPLMN Specific Data shall also be present. 

To remove all Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status shall be set to "Service Granted". This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Bearer service List 

A list of Extensible Bearer service parameters (Extensible Bearer service is defined in clause 7.6). An Extensible Bearer 
service parameter must be the code for an individual Bearer service, except in the cases described below. 

The codes for the Bearer service groups "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" shall, if 
applicable, be sent from the HLR to the VLR as a pair. The codes for the Bearer service groups 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" shall, if applicable, be sent from the HLR to 
the VLR as a pair. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it includes either all Extensible Bearer services subscribed (at location 
updating or at restoration) or only the ones added (at subscriber data modification). 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Bearer service parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Bearer services (no 
error is sent back), except in the cases described below. 

If the VLR receives the codes for the Bearer service groups "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" and supports one or more of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data 
rates specified for simple data bearer services, it shall accept the bearer service codes, and not return them in the 
response to the HLR. If the VLR does not support any of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data rates 
specified for simple data bearer services, and receives the pair of codes for "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and 
"allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" or the pair of codes for "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS", it shall reject the pair of codes by returning them in the response to the HLR. This 
parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Teleservice List 

A list of Extensible Teleservice parameters (Extensible Teleservice is defined in clause 7.6). An Extensible Teleservice 
parameter must be the code for an individual Teleservice. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it contains either all Extensible Teleservices subscribed (at location updating 
or at restoration) or the ones added (at subscriber data modification). Only the Extensible Teleservices that are relevant 
to the node at which the message is received should be included in the Teleservice List. 

If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing any Extensible Teleservice parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Teleservices (no 
error is sent back). This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Forwarding information List 
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A list of Extensible Forwarding information parameters (Extensible Forwarding information is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes Call Forwarding services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. Each 
Extensible Forwarding information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the primitive. 

The Extensible Forwarding information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call forwarding supplementary 
service. The Extensible Forwarding information shall contain one or more Extensible Forwarding Features (Extensible 
Forwarding Feature is defined in clause 7.6). 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted according 
to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the Extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then (except for call forwarding unconditional) 
the Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain a number to define the forwarded-to destination and, if available, the 
forwarded-to subaddress. In other states the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to subaddress shall 
not be included. For call forwarding unconditional the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to 
subaddress shall not be included. If the VLR does not receive a forwarded-to subaddress then it shall assume that a 
forwarded-to subaddress has not been registered. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain the extensible forwarding options (except for call forwarding 
unconditional where the extensible forwarding options shall not be included). Bits 3 and 4 of the extensible forwarding 
options shall be ignored by the VLR, and may be set to any value by the HLR. 

For call forwarding on no reply: If the extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then the 
Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an extensible no reply condition timer. In other states the no reply 
condition timer shall not be included. 

For call forwarding services other than call forwarding on no reply: The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall not 
contain a no reply condition timer. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Call Forwarding service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Call Forwarding service codes 
(no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Call barring information List 

A list of Extensible Call barring information parameters (Extensible Call barring information is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes Call Barring services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. Each Extensible 
Call barring information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the primitive. 

The Extensible Call barring information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call barring supplementary service. 
The Extensible Call barring information shall contain one or more Extensible Call Barring Features (Extensible Call 
Barring Feature is defined in clause 7.6). 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted 
according to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature shall contain an extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Call Barring service codes which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Extensible Call 
Barring service codes (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

CUG information List 

A list of CUG information list parameters (CUG information is defined in clause 7.6). It includes CUG information 
either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in CUG data, the HLR shall include the complete 
CUG-SubscriptionList and, if there are options per basic group, it shall also include the complete CUG-FeatureList. If 
there are not options per extensible basic service group the CUG-FeatureList shall not be included. 
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In any dialogue, the first insertSubscriberData message which contains CUG information shall include a non-empty 
CUG-SubscriptionList. 

When the VLR receives CUG data it shall replace the stored CUG data with the received data set. 

If CUG-FeatureList is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation VLR shall interpret that no options per extensible 
basic service group exist, and then it shall apply the default values i.e. no outgoing access, no incoming access, no 
preferential CUG exists. 

If CUG-Feature is received without preferential CUG, the VLR shall interpret that no preferential CUG applies. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. 

Note that data consistency between CUG subscription data and CUG feature data is the responsibility of the HLR. 

If the VLR does not support the CUG service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards 
the received information (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

SS-Data List 

A list of Extensible SS-Data parameters (Extensible SS-Data is defined in clause 7.6). It is sent for any other 
supplementary service than Call Forwarding, Call Barring, CUG and eMLPP either at location updating or at restoration 
or when they are changed. Each SS-Data parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the 
primitive. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall include the SS-Code for an individual supplementary service. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter and any subscription options that are 
applicable to the service defined by the SS-Code. 

The SS-Data may include a Basic Service Group List. This shall be interpreted according to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any supplementary service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore discards the unsupported service codes received 
(no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Operator Determined Barring General data 

If it is included in a Request/Indication, it includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied 
to a subscriber registered in any PLMN. This parameter is only included in a Request/Indication when the parameter 
Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all General Operator Determined Barring 
Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing Operator Determined Barring General Data which shows that 
the subscriber is subject to barring not supported / not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN, it returns Operator 
Determined Barring General Data in the response to the HLR to show the barring categories which are not supported / 
not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 

It includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied only to a subscriber registered in the 
HPLMN. Therefore, it shall only be transferred to the VLR or to the SGSN when the subscriber is roaming into the 
HPLMN and when the parameter Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all 
HPLMN Operator Determined Barring Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring and no Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 
is present then the VLR or the SGSN shall not apply any HPLMN specific ODB services to the subscriber. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

eMLPP Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the priorities the subscriber might apply for a 
call (as defined in clause 7.6). It contains both subparameters of eMLPP. 
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If the VLR does not support the eMLPP service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and 
therefore discards the received information (no error is sent back). 

eMLPP subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely 
replaced by the new eMLPP subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. This parameter is used 
only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

MC Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request, this parameter provides the MC Subscription Data as defined in 
clause 7.6. 

If the VLR does not support the MC service, it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore 
discards the received information (no error is sent back). 

MC subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely replaced 
by the new MC subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an Update 
Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. This parameter is used only by 
the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the MSC/VLR (e.g. Advice of Charge Charging Level). 

If this parameter is sent to the VLR the MSC area is restricted by the HLR and the VLR. This parameter is used only by 
the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Regional Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the subscriber's subscription area for the 
addressed VLR or for the addressed SGSN (as defined in clause 7.6). It contains the complete list of up to 10 Zone 
Codes that apply to a subscriber in the currently visited PLMN. The HLR shall send only those Zone Codes which are 
stored against the CC and NDC of the VLR or the CC and NDC of the SGSN to be updated. 

NOTE: Support of this parameter is a network operator option and it will not be sent to networks which do not 
support Regional Subscription. 

Regional subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR or in the SGSN are 
completely replaced by the regional subscription data received in an Insert Subscriber Data indication during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. 

After the regional subscription data are inserted the VLR or the SGSN shall derive whether its location areas are 
allowed or not. If the whole MSC or SGSN area is restricted it will be reported to HLR by returning the Regional 
Subscription Response. 

The VLR or the SGSN returns a Regional Subscription Response indicating that a problem with the Zone Code has 
been detected in one of the following cases: 

- Too Many Zone Codes: more than 10 Zone Codes are to be stored in the VLR or in the SGSN. 

- Regional Subscription Not Supported by the VLR or the SGSN. 

- Zone Codes Conflict: the VLR or the SGSN detects that the zone codes indicate conflicting service permission 
for a location area. 

Zone codes which have no mapping to location areas shall be ignored. 

If a sequence of MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA services is used during a dialogue, Regional Subscription Data 
shall be accepted only in one service. Regional Subscription Data received in a subsequent service shall be rejected with 
the error Unexpected Data Value. 

If Regional Subscription Data are not included in any MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA service, there is no 
restriction of roaming due to Regional Subscription. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 
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Voice Broadcast Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; (VBS-Data is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes VBS information either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VBS data, the HLR shall include the complete VBS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VBS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VBS-data with the received data set. All 
subsequent VBS-dta received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBS-data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VBS data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Voice Group Call Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; see clause 7.6. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VGCS data, the HLR shall include the complete 
VGCS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VGCS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VGCS-Data with the received data set. 
All VGCS-Data received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBCS-Data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VGCS-Data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier Id List 

A list of the preferred carrier identity codes that are subscribed to. 

When the VLR receives this parameter from the HLR, it shall replace the previously stored preferred carrier identity 
codes with the received ones. It is not possible to delete all the preferred carrier identity codes from the VLR using this 
service. To delete all the preferred carrier identity codes from the VLR, the HLR shall use the 
MAP_CANCEL_LOCATION service. 

LSA Information 

If included in the ISD request, this parameter contains a list of localised service area identities a user might have 
subscribed to together with the priority, the preferential access indicator, the active mode support indicator and active 
mode indication of each localised service area; see clause 7.6. The access right outside these localised service areas is 
also indicated. In all cases mentioned below, the LSA information shall only include LSA Data applicable to the 
VPLMN where the Subscriber is located. The VLR number, received in the MAP-UPDATE_LOCATION primitive, or 
the SGSN number, received in the MAP_UPDATE_GPRS_LOCATION primitive, can be used, alongside data stored 
in the HLR, to determine the LSA Data applicable to the VPLMN. 

At restoration, location updating or GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete set of applicable LSA 
Information. 

When there is a change in LSA data the HLR shall include at least the new and/or modified LSA data. 

When there is a change in the access right outside the localised service areas the HLR shall include the LSA only access 
indicator. 

When the SGSN or the VLR receives LSA information within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire LSA information. If so, it shall replace the stored LSA information with the received data set, 
otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified LSA data (if any) and/or access right, and add the new LSA 
data (if any) to the stored LSA Information. 

If the entire LSA information is received, it shall always include the LSA only access indicator value together with the 
LSA data applicable for the PLMN (if any). 
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If LSA Information is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN or the VLR shall keep the previously 
stored LSA Information. 

If the SGSN or the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

IST Alert Timer 

This parameter contains the IST Alert timer value that must be used to inform the HLR about the call activities that the 
subscriber performs. 

At Location Updating, restoration, or when there is a change in the IST data defined for the Subscriber, the HLR shall 
include the IST Alert timer. 

LMU Identifier 

This parameter indicates the presence of an LMU. This parameter is used only by the VLR and shall be ignored if 
received by an SGSN. 

LCS Information 

This parameter provides the following LCS related information for an MS subscriber: 

- list of GMLCs in the HPLMN; 

- privacy exception list; 

- MO-LR list. 

At restoration and location updating, the HLR shall include the complete LCS data of the subscriber. 

When there is a change in LCS subscriber data the HLR shall include at least the new and/or modified LCS data. LCS 
data that is not modified need not be included. 

The VLR shall keep any previously stored LCS Information that is not included in an Insert Subscriber Data operation. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the LCS information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. 

This parameter is used only by the VLR and shall be ignored if received by an SGSN. 

Super-Charger Supported In HLR 

This parameter is used by the HLR to indicate support for the Super-Charger functionality. If this parameter is present it 
shall include an indication of the age of the subscription data stored in the HLR. 

If this parameter is absent then the HLR does not support the Super-Charger functionality. 

SS-Code List 

The list of SS-Code parameters for the services that are provided to a subscriber but are not supported/allocated by the 
VLR (SS-Code is defined in clause 7.6). The list can only include individual SS-Codes that were sent in the service 
request and SS-Codes for the eMLPP and/or CUG services if the above mentioned conditions, as described in eMLPP 
Subscription Data and/or CUG information List, are met (that is, eMLPP Subscription Data and/or CUG information 
List are received). This parameter is used only by the VLR. 

Regional Subscription Response 

If included in the response this parameter indicates one of: 

- MSC Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- SGSN Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- Too Many Zone Codes to be inserted; 

- Zone Codes Conflict; 
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- Regional Subscription not Supported by the VLR or by the SGSN. 

If the VLR determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire MSC area is restricted, the VLR 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating MSC Area Restricted. Otherwise MSC Area Restricted 
is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current MSC area is no longer restricted. 

If the SGSN determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire SGSN area is restricted, the SGSN 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating SGSN Area Restricted. Otherwise SGSN Area 
Restricted is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current SGSN area is no longer restricted. This parameter is 
used by the VLR and by the SGSN. 

VLR CAMEL Subscription Info 

This parameter is sent for subscribers who have CAMEL services which are invoked in the MSC. In CAMEL phase 1, 
this parameter contains only the O-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 2, this parameter may contain OCSI, SS-CSI and TIF-CSI. In 
CAMEL Phase 3, this parameter may contain O-CSI, D-CSI, SS-CSI, VT-CSI, SMS-CSI, M-CSI and TIF-CSI. In 
CAMEL Phase 2 TDP-Criteria for O-CSI may be associated with O-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 3, additionally, TDP-
Criteria for VT-CSI may be associated with VT-CSI.. The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent at location updating 
or when any information in the applicable CAMEL Subscription Info in the HLR has been changed. 

At location updating, the complete set of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent in one dialogue. 

When CAMEL Subscription Information is changed in the HLR and changed data have to be sent to the VLR, then: 

- for CAMEL Phase 1 and CAMEL Phase 2, the complete set of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent in one 
dialogue; 

- for CAMEL Phase 3, one or more specific elements of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info are sent in one dialogue. 

When the VLR receives a specific element of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info, it shall overwrite the corresponding 
specific element of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info (if any) which it has stored for that subscriber. 

For CAMEL Phase 1 and CAMEL Phase 2 , the VLR CAMEL Subscription Info consists of any one or more of: 

- O-CSI (irrespective of the value of the “CAMEL Capability Handling” inside O-CSI),TDP-Criteria for O-
CSI,SS-CSI and TIF-CSI. 

(The complete set of above shall be sent even if only one CSI has changed in case of stand alone ISD. The 
omitted elements of above list will be withdrawn in the VLR.) 

 

From CAMEL phase 3 onwards, the specific elements of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info which may be sent are: 

- O-CSI (irrespective of the value of the “CAMEL Capability Handling” inside O-CSI), TDP criteria for O-
CSI, SS-CSI and TIF-CSI; 

(The complete set of above shall be sent even if only one CSI has changed in case of stand alone ISD. The 
omitted elements of above list will be withdrawn in the VLR.) 

- D-CSI; 

- VT-CSI; 

- TDP-Criteria for VT-CSI; 

- SMS-CSI; 

- M-CSI. 

If the VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the 
previously stored VLR CAMEL Subscription Info. Within one dialogue subsequent received data are interpreted as 
add-on data. If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall 
ignore it. 
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The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info may contain the TIF-CSI (Translation Information Flag) for CAMEL Phase 2 and 
3. See 3GPP TS 23.072 for the use of this parameter and the conditions for its presence. 

Supported CAMEL Phases 

The use of this parameter and the requirements for its presence are specified in 3GPP TS 23.078. This parameter is used 
by the VLR and SGSN. 

A VLR or SGSN not supporting any CAMEL Phase may omit this parameter. 

GPRS Subscription Data 

This parameter contains a list of PDP-contexts a user has subscribed to; see clause 7.6. 

At GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete GPRS Subscription Data. 

When there is a change in GPRS subscriber data the HLR shall include only the new and/or modified PDP contexts. 

When the SGSN receives GPRS Subscription Data within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire GPRS subscription data. If so, it shall replace the stored GPRS Subscription Data with the 
received data set, otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified PDP contexts (if any) and add the new PDP 
contexts (if any) to the stored GPRS Subscription Data. 

If GPRS Subscription Data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN shall keep the previously stored 
GPRS Subscription Data. 

If the SGSN detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info 

The SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info is sent at GPRS location updating or when any information in the applicable 
SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info in the HLR has been changed. In CAMEL Phase 3, this parameter may contain one or 
both of GPRS-CSI and SMS-CSI. 

At GPRS location updating the complete set of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info is sent. 

When CAMEL Subscription Information is changed in the HLR and changed data have to be sent to the SGSN, then 
one or more specific elements of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info are sent in one dialogue. 

When the SGSN receives a specific element of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info, it shall overwrite the corresponding 
specific element of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info (if any) which it has stored for that subscriber. 

The specific elements of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info which may be sent are: 

- SMS-CSI; 

- GPRS-CSI. 

This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the SGSN. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

CS Allocation/Retention priority  

The CS Allocation/Retention priority is used only for Circuit Switched (CS). This parameter specifies relative 
importance to compare with other bearers about allocation and retention of bearer. This parameter is used only by the 
VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

User error 

Only one of the following values is applicable: 
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- Unidentified subscriber; 

- Data missing; 

- Unexpected data value. 

End of modified section 
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8.8.1.2 Service primitives 

Table 8.8/1: MAP-INSERT-SUBSCRIBER-DATA 

Parameter name Request Indication Response Confirm 
Invoke Id M M(=) M(=) M(=) 
IMSI C C(=)   
MSISDN C C(=)   
Category C C(=)   
Subscriber Status C C(=)   
Bearer service List C C(=) C C(=) 
Teleservice List C C(=) C C(=) 
Forwarding information List C C(=)   
Call barring information List C C(=)   
CUG information List C C(=)   
SS-Data List C C(=)   
eMLPP Subscription Data C C(=)   
MC-Subscription Data C C(=)   
Operator Determined Barring General data C C(=) C C(=) 
Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data C C(=)   
Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported 
Feature 

C C(=)   

Regional Subscription Data C C(=)   
VLR CAMEL Subscription Info C C(=)   
Voice Broadcast Data C C(=)   
Voice Group Call Data C C(=)   
Network access mode C C(=)   

GPRS Subscription Data C C(=)   
Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To 
Unsupported Feature 

C C(=)   

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier 
Id List 

U C(=)   

SGSN Camel Subscription Info C C(=)   
LSA Information C C(=)   
IST Alert Timer C C(=)   
SS-Code List   C C(=) 
LMU Identifier C C(=)   
LCS Information C C(=)   
CS Allocation/Retention priority C C(=)   
Super-Charger Supported In HLR C C(=)   
Regional Subscription Response   C C(=) 
Supported CAMEL Phases   C C (=) 
User error   U C(=) 
Provider error    O 
 

8.8.1.3 Parameter use 

All parameters are described in clause 7.6. The following clarifications are applicable: 

Network access mode 

This parameter defines if the subscriber has access to MSC/VLR and/or to SGSN. This parameter is used by SGSN and 
MSC/VLR. In VLR, the parameter is used only as part of Restore Data Procedure and the parameter is not stored in the 
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VLR. This parameter shall always be sent to the SGSN as part of the GPRS subscriber data at GPRS location updating. 
It shall be sent to the SGSN if it is changed as a result of administrative action. 

IMSI 

It is only included if the service is not used in an ongoing transaction (e.g. location updating). This parameter is used by 
the VLR and the SGSN. 

MSISDN 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. The MSISDN sent shall be the basic MSISDN. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Category 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN 
receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Subscriber Status 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. 

To apply, remove or update Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status is set to Operator 
Determined Barring. In this case ODB General Data shall also be present. If the Operator Determined Barring applies 
and the subscriber is registered in the HPLMN and HPLMN specific Operator Determined Barring applies then ODB 
HPLMN Specific Data shall also be present. 

To remove all Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status shall be set to "Service Granted". This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Bearer service List 

A list of Extensible Bearer service parameters (Extensible Bearer service is defined in clause 7.6). An Extensible Bearer 
service parameter must be the code for an individual Bearer service, except in the cases described below. 

The codes for the Bearer service groups "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" shall, if 
applicable, be sent from the HLR to the VLR as a pair. The codes for the Bearer service groups 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" shall, if applicable, be sent from the HLR to 
the VLR as a pair. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it includes either all Extensible Bearer services subscribed (at location 
updating or at restoration) or only the ones added (at subscriber data modification). 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Bearer service parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Bearer services (no 
error is sent back), except in the cases described below. 

If the VLR receives the codes for the Bearer service groups "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" and supports one or more of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data 
rates specified for simple data bearer services, it shall accept the bearer service codes, and not return them in the 
response to the HLR. If the VLR does not support any of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data rates 
specified for simple data bearer services, and receives the pair of codes for "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and 
"allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" or the pair of codes for "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS", it shall reject the pair of codes by returning them in the response to the HLR. This 
parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Teleservice List 

A list of Extensible Teleservice parameters (Extensible Teleservice is defined in clause 7.6). An Extensible Teleservice 
parameter must be the code for an individual Teleservice. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it contains either all Extensible Teleservices subscribed (at location updating 
or at restoration) or the ones added (at subscriber data modification). Only the Extensible Teleservices that are relevant 
to the node at which the message is received should be included in the Teleservice List. 
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If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing any Extensible Teleservice parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Teleservices (no 
error is sent back). This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Forwarding information List 

A list of Extensible Forwarding information parameters (Extensible Forwarding information is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes Call Forwarding services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. Each 
Extensible Forwarding information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the primitive. 

The Extensible Forwarding information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call forwarding supplementary 
service. The Extensible Forwarding information shall contain one or more Extensible Forwarding Features (Extensible 
Forwarding Feature is defined in clause 7.6). 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted according 
to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the Extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then (except for call forwarding unconditional) 
the Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain a number to define the forwarded-to destination and, if available, the 
forwarded-to subaddress. In other states the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to subaddress shall 
not be included. For call forwarding unconditional the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to 
subaddress shall not be included. If the VLR does not receive a forwarded-to subaddress then it shall assume that a 
forwarded-to subaddress has not been registered. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain the extensible forwarding options (except for call forwarding 
unconditional where the extensible forwarding options shall not be included). Bits 3 and 4 of the extensible forwarding 
options shall be ignored by the VLR, and may be set to any value by the HLR. 

For call forwarding on no reply: If the extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then the 
Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an extensible no reply condition timer. In other states the no reply 
condition timer shall not be included. 

For call forwarding services other than call forwarding on no reply: The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall not 
contain a no reply condition timer. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Call Forwarding service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Call Forwarding service codes 
(no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Call barring information List 

A list of Extensible Call barring information parameters (Extensible Call barring information is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes Call Barring services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. Each Extensible 
Call barring information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the primitive. 

The Extensible Call barring information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call barring supplementary service. 
The Extensible Call barring information shall contain one or more Extensible Call Barring Features (Extensible Call 
Barring Feature is defined in clause 7.6). 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted 
according to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature shall contain an extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Call Barring service codes which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Extensible Call 
Barring service codes (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

CUG information List 

A list of CUG information list parameters (CUG information is defined in clause 7.6). It includes CUG information 
either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 
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At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in CUG data, the HLR shall include the complete 
CUG-SubscriptionList and, if there are options per basic group, it shall also include the complete CUG-FeatureList. If 
there are not options per extensible basic service group the CUG-FeatureList shall not be included. 

In any dialogue, the first insertSubscriberData message which contains CUG information shall include a non-empty 
CUG-SubscriptionList. 

When the VLR receives CUG data it shall replace the stored CUG data with the received data set. 

If CUG-FeatureList is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation VLR shall interpret that no options per extensible 
basic service group exist, and then it shall apply the default values i.e. no outgoing access, no incoming access, no 
preferential CUG exists. 

If CUG-Feature is received without preferential CUG, the VLR shall interpret that no preferential CUG applies. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. 

Note that data consistency between CUG subscription data and CUG feature data is the responsibility of the HLR. 

If the VLR does not support the CUG service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards 
the received information (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

SS-Data List 

A list of Extensible SS-Data parameters (Extensible SS-Data is defined in clause 7.6). It is sent for any other 
supplementary service than Call Forwarding, Call Barring, CUG and eMLPP either at location updating or at restoration 
or when they are changed. Each SS-Data parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the 
primitive. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall include the SS-Code for an individual supplementary service. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter and any subscription options that are 
applicable to the service defined by the SS-Code. 

The SS-Data may include a Basic Service Group List. This shall be interpreted according to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any supplementary service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore discards the unsupported service codes received 
(no error is sent back) 

This parameter is used by the SGSN only for LCS. If the SGSN receives an Indication containing any supplementary 
service codes (either LCS related or not) which it does not support/allocate then it discards them.  

Operator Determined Barring General data 

If it is included in a Request/Indication, it includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied 
to a subscriber registered in any PLMN. This parameter is only included in a Request/Indication when the parameter 
Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all General Operator Determined Barring 
Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing Operator Determined Barring General Data which shows that 
the subscriber is subject to barring not supported / not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN, it returns Operator 
Determined Barring General Data in the response to the HLR to show the barring categories which are not supported / 
not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 

It includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied only to a subscriber registered in the 
HPLMN. Therefore, it shall only be transferred to the VLR or to the SGSN when the subscriber is roaming into the 
HPLMN and when the parameter Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all 
HPLMN Operator Determined Barring Categories shall be set to their actual status. 
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If Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring and no Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 
is present then the VLR or the SGSN shall not apply any HPLMN specific ODB services to the subscriber. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

eMLPP Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the priorities the subscriber might apply for a 
call (as defined in clause 7.6). It contains both subparameters of eMLPP. 

If the VLR does not support the eMLPP service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and 
therefore discards the received information (no error is sent back). 

eMLPP subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely 
replaced by the new eMLPP subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. This parameter is used 
only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

MC Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request, this parameter provides the MC Subscription Data as defined in 
clause 7.6. 

If the VLR does not support the MC service, it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore 
discards the received information (no error is sent back). 

MC subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely replaced 
by the new MC subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an Update 
Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. This parameter is used only by 
the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the MSC/VLR (e.g. Advice of Charge Charging Level). 

If this parameter is sent to the VLR the MSC area is restricted by the HLR and the VLR. This parameter is used only by 
the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Regional Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the subscriber's subscription area for the 
addressed VLR or for the addressed SGSN (as defined in clause 7.6). It contains the complete list of up to 10 Zone 
Codes that apply to a subscriber in the currently visited PLMN. The HLR shall send only those Zone Codes which are 
stored against the CC and NDC of the VLR or the CC and NDC of the SGSN to be updated. 

NOTE: Support of this parameter is a network operator option and it will not be sent to networks which do not 
support Regional Subscription. 

Regional subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR or in the SGSN are 
completely replaced by the regional subscription data received in an Insert Subscriber Data indication during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. 

After the regional subscription data are inserted the VLR or the SGSN shall derive whether its location areas are 
allowed or not. If the whole MSC or SGSN area is restricted it will be reported to HLR by returning the Regional 
Subscription Response. 

The VLR or the SGSN returns a Regional Subscription Response indicating that a problem with the Zone Code has 
been detected in one of the following cases: 

- Too Many Zone Codes: more than 10 Zone Codes are to be stored in the VLR or in the SGSN. 

- Regional Subscription Not Supported by the VLR or the SGSN. 

- Zone Codes Conflict: the VLR or the SGSN detects that the zone codes indicate conflicting service permission 
for a location area. 
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Zone codes which have no mapping to location areas shall be ignored. 

If a sequence of MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA services is used during a dialogue, Regional Subscription Data 
shall be accepted only in one service. Regional Subscription Data received in a subsequent service shall be rejected with 
the error Unexpected Data Value. 

If Regional Subscription Data are not included in any MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA service, there is no 
restriction of roaming due to Regional Subscription. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Voice Broadcast Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; (VBS-Data is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes VBS information either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VBS data, the HLR shall include the complete VBS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VBS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VBS-data with the received data set. All 
subsequent VBS-data received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBS-data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VBS data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Voice Group Call Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; see clause 7.6. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VGCS data, the HLR shall include the complete 
VGCS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VGCS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VGCS-Data with the received data set. 
All VGCS-Data received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBCS-Data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VGCS-Data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier Id List 

A list of the preferred carrier identity codes that are subscribed to. 

When the VLR receives this parameter from the HLR, it shall replace the previously stored preferred carrier identity 
codes with the received ones. It is not possible to delete all the preferred carrier identity codes from the VLR using this 
service. To delete all the preferred carrier identity codes from the VLR, the HLR shall use the 
MAP_CANCEL_LOCATION service. 

LSA Information 

If included in the ISD request, this parameter contains a list of localised service area identities a user might have 
subscribed to together with the priority, the preferential access indicator, the active mode support indicator and active 
mode indication of each localised service area; see clause 7.6. The access right outside these localised service areas is 
also indicated. In all cases mentioned below, the LSA information shall only include LSA Data applicable to the 
VPLMN where the Subscriber is located. The VLR number, received in the MAP-UPDATE_LOCATION primitive, or 
the SGSN number, received in the MAP_UPDATE_GPRS_LOCATION primitive, can be used, alongside data stored 
in the HLR, to determine the LSA Data applicable to the VPLMN. 

At restoration, location updating or GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete set of applicable LSA 
Information. 

When there is a change in LSA data the HLR shall include at least the new and/or modified LSA data. 
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When there is a change in the access right outside the localised service areas the HLR shall include the LSA only access 
indicator. 

When the SGSN or the VLR receives LSA information within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire LSA information. If so, it shall replace the stored LSA information with the received data set, 
otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified LSA data (if any) and/or access right, and add the new LSA 
data (if any) to the stored LSA Information. 

If the entire LSA information is received, it shall always include the LSA only access indicator value together with the 
LSA data applicable for the PLMN (if any). 

If LSA Information is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN or the VLR shall keep the previously 
stored LSA Information. 

If the SGSN or the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

IST Alert Timer 

This parameter contains the IST Alert timer value that must be used to inform the HLR about the call activities that the 
subscriber performs. 

At Location Updating, restoration, or when there is a change in the IST data defined for the Subscriber, the HLR shall 
include the IST Alert timer. 

LMU Identifier 

This parameter indicates the presence of an LMU. This parameter is used only by the VLR and shall be ignored if 
received by an SGSN. 

LCS Information 

This parameter provides the following LCS related information for an MS subscriber: 

- list of GMLCs in the HPLMN; 

- privacy exception list; 

- MO-LR list. 

At restoration and location updating, the HLR shall include the complete LCS data of the subscriber. 

When there is a change in LCS subscriber data the HLR shall include at least the new and/or modified LCS data. LCS 
data that is not modified need not be included. 

The VLR/SGSN shall keep any previously stored LCS Information that is not included in an Insert Subscriber Data 
operation. 

If the VLR/SGSN detects that there is overlapping in the LCS information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. 

Super-Charger Supported In HLR 

This parameter is used by the HLR to indicate support for the Super-Charger functionality. If this parameter is present it 
shall include an indication of the age of the subscription data stored in the HLR. 

If this parameter is absent then the HLR does not support the Super-Charger functionality. 

SS-Code List 

The list of SS-Code parameters for the services that are provided to a subscriber but are not supported/allocated by the 
VLR (SS-Code is defined in clause 7.6). The list can only include individual SS-Codes that were sent in the service 
request and SS-Codes for the eMLPP and/or CUG services if the above mentioned conditions, as described in eMLPP 
Subscription Data and/or CUG information List, are met (that is, eMLPP Subscription Data and/or CUG information 
List are received). This parameter is used by only the VLR. 

Regional Subscription Response 
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If included in the response this parameter indicates one of: 

- MSC Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- SGSN Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- Too Many Zone Codes to be inserted; 

- Zone Codes Conflict; 

- Regional Subscription not Supported by the VLR or by the SGSN. 

If the VLR determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire MSC area is restricted, the VLR 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating MSC Area Restricted. Otherwise MSC Area Restricted 
is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current MSC area is no longer restricted. 

If the SGSN determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire SGSN area is restricted, the SGSN 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating SGSN Area Restricted. Otherwise SGSN Area 
Restricted is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current SGSN area is no longer restricted. This parameter is 
used by the VLR and by the SGSN. 

VLR CAMEL Subscription Info 

This parameter is sent for subscribers who have CAMEL services which are invoked in the MSC. In CAMEL phase 1, 
this parameter contains only the O-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 2, this parameter may contain OCSI, SS-CSI and TIF-CSI. In 
CAMEL Phase 3, this parameter may contain O-CSI, D-CSI, SS-CSI, VT-CSI, SMS-CSI, M-CSI and TIF-CSI. In 
CAMEL Phase 2 TDP-Criteria for O-CSI may be associated with O-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 3, additionally, TDP-
Criteria for VT-CSI may be associated with VT-CSI.. The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent at location updating 
or when any information in the applicable CAMEL Subscription Info in the HLR has been changed. 

At location updating, the complete set of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent in one dialogue. 

When CAMEL Subscription Information is changed in the HLR and changed data have to be sent to the VLR, then: 

- for CAMEL Phase 1 and CAMEL Phase 2, the complete set of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent in one 
dialogue; 

- for CAMEL Phase 3, one or more specific elements of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info are sent in one dialogue. 

When the VLR receives a specific element of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info, it shall overwrite the corresponding 
specific element of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info (if any) which it has stored for that subscriber. 

For CAMEL Phase 1 and CAMEL Phase 2 , the VLR CAMEL Subscription Info consists of any one or more of: 

- O-CSI (irrespective of the value of the “CAMEL Capability Handling” inside O-CSI),TDP-Criteria for O-
CSI,SS-CSI and TIF-CSI. 

(The complete set of above shall be sent even if only one CSI has changed in case of stand alone ISD. The 
omitted elements of above list will be withdrawn in the VLR.) 

From CAMEL phase 3 onwards, the specific elements of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info which may be sent are: 

- O-CSI (irrespective of the value of the “CAMEL Capability Handling” inside O-CSI), TDP criteria for O-
CSI, SS-CSI and TIF-CSI; 

(The complete set of above shall be sent even if only one CSI has changed in case of stand alone ISD. The 
omitted elements of above list will be withdrawn in the VLR.) 

- D-CSI; 

- VT-CSI; 

- TDP-Criteria for VT-CSI; 

- SMS-CSI; 

- M-CSI. 
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If the VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the 
previously stored VLR CAMEL Subscription Info. Within one dialogue subsequent received data are interpreted as 
add-on data. If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall 
ignore it. 

The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info may contain the TIF-CSI (Translation Information Flag) for CAMEL Phase 2 and 
3. See 3GPP TS 23.072 for the use of this parameter and the conditions for its presence. 

Supported CAMEL Phases 

The use of this parameter and the requirements for its presence are specified in 3GPP TS 23.078. This parameter is used 
by the VLR and SGSN. 

A VLR or SGSN not supporting any CAMEL Phase may omit this parameter. 

GPRS Subscription Data 

This parameter contains a list of PDP-contexts a user has subscribed to; see clause 7.6. 

At GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete GPRS Subscription Data. 

When there is a change in GPRS subscriber data the HLR shall include only the new and/or modified PDP contexts. 

When the SGSN receives GPRS Subscription Data within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire GPRS subscription data. If so, it shall replace the stored GPRS Subscription Data with the 
received data set, otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified PDP contexts (if any) and add the new PDP 
contexts (if any) to the stored GPRS Subscription Data. 

If GPRS Subscription Data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN shall keep the previously stored 
GPRS Subscription Data. 

If the SGSN detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info 

The SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info is sent at GPRS location updating or when any information in the applicable 
SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info in the HLR has been changed. In CAMEL Phase 3, this parameter may contain one or 
both of GPRS-CSI and SMS-CSI. 

At GPRS location updating the complete set of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info is sent. 

When CAMEL Subscription Information is changed in the HLR and changed data have to be sent to the SGSN, then 
one or more specific elements of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info are sent in one dialogue. 

When the SGSN receives a specific element of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info, it shall overwrite the corresponding 
specific element of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info (if any) which it has stored for that subscriber. 

The specific elements of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info which may be sent are: 

- SMS-CSI; 

- GPRS-CSI. 

This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the SGSN. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

CS Allocation/Retention priority  
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The CS Allocation/Retention priority is used only for Circuit Switched (CS). This parameter specifies relative 
importance to compare with other bearers about allocation and retention of bearer. This parameter is used only by the 
VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

User error 

Only one of the following values is applicable: 

- Unidentified subscriber; 

- Data missing; 

- Unexpected data value. 

End of modified section 
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Comprehensive information and tips about how to create CRs can be found at http://www.3gpp.org/specs/CR.htm.  
Below is a brief summary: 

1) Fill out the above form. The symbols above marked ! contain pop-up help information about the field that they are 
closest to. 

2) Obtain the latest version for the release of the specification to which the change is proposed. Use the MS Word 
"revision marks"  feature (also known as "track changes") when making the changes. All 3GPP specifications can be 
downloaded from the 3GPP server under ftp://ftp.3gpp.org/specs/ For the latest version, look for the directory name 
with the latest date e.g. 2001-03 contains the specifications resulting from the March 2001 TSG meetings. 

3) With "track changes" disabled, paste the entire CR form (use CTRL-A to select it) into the specification just in front of 
the clause containing the first piece of changed text.  Delete those parts of the specification which are not relevant to 
the change request. 
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First modified section 
 

 

8.8.1.2 Service primitives 

Table 8.8/1: MAP-INSERT-SUBSCRIBER-DATA 

Parameter name Request Indication Response Confirm 
Invoke Id M M(=) M(=) M(=) 
IMSI C C(=)   
MSISDN C C(=)   
Category C C(=)   
Subscriber Status C C(=)   
Bearer service List C C(=) C C(=) 
Teleservice List C C(=) C C(=) 
Forwarding information List C C(=)   
Call barring information List C C(=)   
CUG information List C C(=)   
SS-Data List C C(=)   
eMLPP Subscription Data C C(=)   
MC-Subscription Data C C(=)   
Operator Determined Barring General data C C(=) C C(=) 
Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data C C(=)   
Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported 
Feature 

C C(=)   

Regional Subscription Data C C(=)   
VLR CAMEL Subscription Info C C(=)   
Voice Broadcast Data C C(=)   
Voice Group Call Data C C(=)   
Network access mode C C(=)   

GPRS Subscription Data C C(=)   
Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To 
Unsupported Feature 

C C(=)   

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier 
Id List 

U C(=)   

SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info C C(=)   
LSA Information C C(=)   
IST Alert Timer C C(=)   
SS-Code List   C C(=) 
LMU Identifier C C(=)   
LCS Information C C(=)   
CS Allocation/Retention priority C C(=)   
Super-Charger Supported In HLR C C(=)   
Regional Subscription Response   C C(=) 
Supported CAMEL Phases   C C (=) 
Offered CAMEL 4 CSIs   C C (=) 
User error   U C(=) 
Provider error    O 
 

8.8.1.3 Parameter use 

All parameters are described in clause 7.6. The following clarifications are applicable: 

Network access mode 

This parameter defines if the subscriber has access to MSC/VLR and/or to SGSN. This parameter is used by SGSN and 
MSC/VLR. In VLR, the parameter is used only as part of Restore Data Procedure and the parameter is not stored in the 
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VLR. This parameter shall always be sent to the SGSN as part of the GPRS subscriber data at GPRS location updating. 
It shall be sent to the SGSN if it is changed as a result of administrative action. 

IMSI 

It is only included if the service is not used in an ongoing transaction (e.g. location updating). This parameter is used by 
the VLR and the SGSN. 

MSISDN 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. The MSISDN sent shall be the basic MSISDN. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Category 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN 
receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Subscriber Status 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. 

To apply, remove or update Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status is set to Operator 
Determined Barring. In this case ODB General Data shall also be present. If the Operator Determined Barring applies 
and the subscriber is registered in the HPLMN and HPLMN specific Operator Determined Barring applies then ODB 
HPLMN Specific Data shall also be present. 

To remove all Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status shall be set to "Service Granted". This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Bearer service List 

A list of Extensible Bearer service parameters (Extensible Bearer service is defined in clause 7.6). An Extensible Bearer 
service parameter must be the code for an individual Bearer service, except in the cases described below. 

The codes for the Bearer service groups "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" shall, if 
applicable, be sent from the HLR to the VLR as a pair. The codes for the Bearer service groups 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" shall, if applicable, be sent from the HLR to 
the VLR as a pair. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it includes either all Extensible Bearer services subscribed (at location 
updating or at restoration) or only the ones added (at subscriber data modification). 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Bearer service parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Bearer services (no 
error is sent back), except in the cases described below. 

If the VLR receives the codes for the Bearer service groups "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" and supports one or more of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data 
rates specified for simple data bearer services, it shall accept the bearer service codes, and not return them in the 
response to the HLR. If the VLR does not support any of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data rates 
specified for simple data bearer services, and receives the pair of codes for "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and 
"allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" or the pair of codes for "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS", it shall reject the pair of codes by returning them in the response to the HLR. This 
parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Teleservice List 

A list of Extensible Teleservice parameters (Extensible Teleservice is defined in clause 7.6). An Extensible Teleservice 
parameter must be the code for an individual Teleservice. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it contains either all Extensible Teleservices subscribed (at location updating 
or at restoration) or the ones added (at subscriber data modification). Only the Extensible Teleservices that are relevant 
to the node at which the message is received should be included in the Teleservice List. 
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If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing any Extensible Teleservice parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Teleservices (no 
error is sent back). This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Forwarding information List 

A list of Extensible Forwarding information parameters (Extensible Forwarding information is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes Call Forwarding services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. Each 
Extensible Forwarding information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the primitive. 

The Extensible Forwarding information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call forwarding supplementary 
service. The Extensible Forwarding information shall contain one or more Extensible Forwarding Features (Extensible 
Forwarding Feature is defined in clause 7.6). 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted according 
to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the Extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then (except for call forwarding unconditional) 
the Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain a number to define the forwarded-to destination and, if available, the 
forwarded-to subaddress. In other states the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to subaddress shall 
not be included. For call forwarding unconditional the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to 
subaddress shall not be included. If the VLR does not receive a forwarded-to subaddress then it shall assume that a 
forwarded-to subaddress has not been registered. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain the extensible forwarding options (except for call forwarding 
unconditional where the extensible forwarding options shall not be included). Bits 3 and 4 of the extensible forwarding 
options shall be ignored by the VLR, and may be set to any value by the HLR. 

For call forwarding on no reply: If the extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then the 
Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an extensible no reply condition timer. In other states the no reply 
condition timer shall not be included. 

For call forwarding services other than call forwarding on no reply: The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall not 
contain a no reply condition timer. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Call Forwarding service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Call Forwarding service codes 
(no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Call barring information List 

A list of Extensible Call barring information parameters (Extensible Call barring information is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes Call Barring services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. Each Extensible 
Call barring information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the primitive. 

The Extensible Call barring information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call barring supplementary service. 
The Extensible Call barring information shall contain one or more Extensible Call Barring Features (Extensible Call 
Barring Feature is defined in clause 7.6). 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted 
according to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature shall contain an extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Call Barring service codes which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Extensible Call 
Barring service codes (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

CUG information List 

A list of CUG information list parameters (CUG information is defined in clause 7.6). It includes CUG information 
either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 
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At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in CUG data, the HLR shall include the complete 
CUG-SubscriptionList and, if there are options per basic group, it shall also include the complete CUG-FeatureList. If 
there are not options per extensible basic service group the CUG-FeatureList shall not be included. 

In any dialogue, the first insertSubscriberData message which contains CUG information shall include a non-empty 
CUG-SubscriptionList. 

When the VLR receives CUG data it shall replace the stored CUG data with the received data set. 

If CUG-FeatureList is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation VLR shall interpret that no options per extensible 
basic service group exist, and then it shall apply the default values i.e. no outgoing access, no incoming access, no 
preferential CUG exists. 

If CUG-Feature is received without preferential CUG, the VLR shall interpret that no preferential CUG applies. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. 

Note that data consistency between CUG subscription data and CUG feature data is the responsibility of the HLR. 

If the VLR does not support the CUG service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards 
the received information (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

SS-Data List 

A list of Extensible SS-Data parameters (Extensible SS-Data is defined in clause 7.6). It is sent for any other 
supplementary service than Call Forwarding, Call Barring, CUG and eMLPP either at location updating or at restoration 
or when they are changed. Each SS-Data parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the 
primitive. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall include the SS-Code for an individual supplementary service. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter and any subscription options that are 
applicable to the service defined by the SS-Code. 

The SS-Data may include a Basic Service Group List. This shall be interpreted according to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any supplementary service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore discards the unsupported service codes received 
(no error is sent back) 

This parameter is used by the SGSN only for LCS. If the SGSN receives an Indication containing any LCS related 
supplementary service codes which it does not support/allocate it returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code 
List and therefore discards the unsupported service codes received (no error is sent back). SS-codes not related to the 
supported LCS capability set shall be discarded.  

Operator Determined Barring General data 

If it is included in a Request/Indication, it includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied 
to a subscriber registered in any PLMN. This parameter is only included in a Request/Indication when the parameter 
Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all General Operator Determined Barring 
Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing Operator Determined Barring General Data which shows that 
the subscriber is subject to barring not supported / not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN, it returns Operator 
Determined Barring General Data in the response to the HLR to show the barring categories which are not supported / 
not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 

It includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied only to a subscriber registered in the 
HPLMN. Therefore, it shall only be transferred to the VLR or to the SGSN when the subscriber is roaming into the 
HPLMN and when the parameter Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all 
HPLMN Operator Determined Barring Categories shall be set to their actual status. 
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If Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring and no Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 
is present then the VLR or the SGSN shall not apply any HPLMN specific ODB services to the subscriber. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

eMLPP Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the priorities the subscriber might apply for a 
call (as defined in clause 7.6). It contains both subparameters of eMLPP. 

If the VLR does not support the eMLPP service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and 
therefore discards the received information (no error is sent back). 

eMLPP subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely 
replaced by the new eMLPP subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. This parameter is used 
only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

MC Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request, this parameter provides the MC Subscription Data as defined in 
clause 7.6. 

If the VLR does not support the MC service, it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore 
discards the received information (no error is sent back). 

MC subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely replaced 
by the new MC subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an Update 
Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. This parameter is used only by 
the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the MSC/VLR (e.g. Advice of Charge Charging Level). 

If this parameter is sent to the VLR the MSC area is restricted by the HLR and the VLR. This parameter is used only by 
the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Regional Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the subscriber's subscription area for the 
addressed VLR or for the addressed SGSN (as defined in clause 7.6). It contains the complete list of up to 10 Zone 
Codes that apply to a subscriber in the currently visited PLMN. The HLR shall send only those Zone Codes which are 
stored against the CC and NDC of the VLR or the CC and NDC of the SGSN to be updated. 

NOTE: Support of this parameter is a network operator option and it will not be sent to networks which do not 
support Regional Subscription. 

Regional subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR or in the SGSN are 
completely replaced by the regional subscription data received in an Insert Subscriber Data indication during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. 

After the regional subscription data are inserted the VLR or the SGSN shall derive whether its location areas are 
allowed or not. If the whole MSC or SGSN area is restricted it will be reported to HLR by returning the Regional 
Subscription Response. 

The VLR or the SGSN returns a Regional Subscription Response indicating that a problem with the Zone Code has 
been detected in one of the following cases: 

- Too Many Zone Codes: more than 10 Zone Codes are to be stored in the VLR or in the SGSN. 

- Regional Subscription Not Supported by the VLR or the SGSN. 

- Zone Codes Conflict: the VLR or the SGSN detects that the zone codes indicate conflicting service permission 
for a location area. 
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Zone codes which have no mapping to location areas shall be ignored. 

If a sequence of MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA services is used during a dialogue, Regional Subscription Data 
shall be accepted only in one service. Regional Subscription Data received in a subsequent service shall be rejected with 
the error Unexpected Data Value. 

If Regional Subscription Data are not included in any MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA service, there is no 
restriction of roaming due to Regional Subscription. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Voice Broadcast Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; (VBS-Data is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes VBS information either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VBS data, the HLR shall include the complete VBS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VBS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VBS-data with the received data set. All 
subsequent VBS-data received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBS-data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VBS data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Voice Group Call Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; see clause 7.6. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VGCS data, the HLR shall include the complete 
VGCS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VGCS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VGCS-Data with the received data set. 
All VGCS-Data received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBCS-Data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VGCS-Data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier Id List 

A list of the preferred carrier identity codes that are subscribed to. 

When the VLR receives this parameter from the HLR, it shall replace the previously stored preferred carrier identity 
codes with the received ones. It is not possible to delete all the preferred carrier identity codes from the VLR using this 
service. To delete all the preferred carrier identity codes from the VLR, the HLR shall use the 
MAP_CANCEL_LOCATION service. 

LSA Information 

If included in the ISD request, this parameter contains a list of localised service area identities a user might have 
subscribed to together with the priority, the preferential access indicator, the active mode support indicator and active 
mode indication of each localised service area; see clause 7.6. The access right outside these localised service areas is 
also indicated. In all cases mentioned below, the LSA information shall only include LSA Data applicable to the 
VPLMN where the Subscriber is located. The VLR number, received in the MAP-UPDATE_LOCATION primitive, or 
the SGSN number, received in the MAP_UPDATE_GPRS_LOCATION primitive, can be used, alongside data stored 
in the HLR, to determine the LSA Data applicable to the VPLMN. 

At restoration, location updating or GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete set of applicable LSA 
Information. 

When there is a change in LSA data the HLR shall include at least the new and/or modified LSA data. 
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When there is a change in the access right outside the localised service areas the HLR shall include the LSA only access 
indicator. 

When the SGSN or the VLR receives LSA information within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire LSA information. If so, it shall replace the stored LSA information with the received data set, 
otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified LSA data (if any) and/or access right, and add the new LSA 
data (if any) to the stored LSA Information. 

If the entire LSA information is received, it shall always include the LSA only access indicator value together with the 
LSA data applicable for the PLMN (if any). 

If LSA Information is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN or the VLR shall keep the previously 
stored LSA Information. 

If the SGSN or the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

IST Alert Timer 

This parameter contains the IST Alert timer value that must be used to inform the HLR about the call activities that the 
subscriber performs. 

At Location Updating, restoration, or when there is a change in the IST data defined for the Subscriber, the HLR shall 
include the IST Alert timer. 

LMU Identifier 

This parameter indicates the presence of an LMU. This parameter is used only by the VLR and shall be ignored if 
received by an SGSN. 

LCS Information 

This parameter provides the following LCS related information for an MS subscriber: 

- list of GMLCs in the HPLMN; 

- privacy exception list; 

- MO-LR list. 

At restoration and location updating, the HLR shall include the complete LCS data of the subscriber. 

When there is a change in LCS subscriber data the HLR shall include at least the new and/or modified LCS data. LCS 
data that is not modified need not be included. 

The VLR/SGSN shall keep any previously stored LCS Information that is not included in an Insert Subscriber Data 
operation. 

If the VLR/SGSN detects that there is overlapping in the LCS information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. 

Super-Charger Supported In HLR 

This parameter is used by the HLR to indicate support for the Super-Charger functionality. If this parameter is present it 
shall include an indication of the age of the subscription data stored in the HLR. 

If this parameter is absent then the HLR does not support the Super-Charger functionality. 

SS-Code List 

The list of SS-Code parameters for the services that are provided to a subscriber but are not supported/allocated by the 
VLR (SS-Code is defined in clause 7.6). The list can only include individual SS-Codes that were sent in the service 
request and SS-Codes for the eMLPP and/or CUG services if the above mentioned conditions, as described in eMLPP 
Subscription Data and/or CUG information List, are met (that is, eMLPP Subscription Data and/or CUG information 
List are received). This parameter is used by only the VLR. 

Regional Subscription Response 
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If included in the response this parameter indicates one of: 

- MSC Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- SGSN Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- Too Many Zone Codes to be inserted; 

- Zone Codes Conflict; 

- Regional Subscription not Supported by the VLR or by the SGSN. 

If the VLR determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire MSC area is restricted, the VLR 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating MSC Area Restricted. Otherwise MSC Area Restricted 
is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current MSC area is no longer restricted. 

If the SGSN determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire SGSN area is restricted, the SGSN 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating SGSN Area Restricted. Otherwise SGSN Area 
Restricted is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current SGSN area is no longer restricted. This parameter is 
used by the VLR and by the SGSN. 

VLR CAMEL Subscription Info 

This parameter is sent for subscribers who have CAMEL services which are invoked in the MSC. 

- In CAMEL phase 1, this parameter contains only the O-CSI. 

- In CAMEL Phase 2, this parameter may contain O-CSI, SS-CSI and TIF-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 2 and 
onwards, TDP-Criteria for O-CSI may be associated with O-CSI. 

- In CAMEL Phase 3, this parameter may contain O-CSI, D-CSI, SS-CSI, VT-CSI, MO-SMS-CSI, M-CSI and 
TIF-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 3 and onwards,  TDP-Criteria for VT-CSI may be associated with VT-CSI. 

- In CAMEL Phase 4, this parameter may contain O-CSI, D-CSI, SS-CSI, VT-CSI, MO-SMS-CSI, MT-SMS-
CSI, M-CSI and TIF-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 4, TDP-Criteria for MT-SMS-CSI may be associated with MT-
SMS-CSI. 

The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent at location updating or when any information in the applicable CAMEL 
Subscription Info in the HLR has been changed. 

At location updating, the complete set of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent in one dialogue. 

When CAMEL Subscription Information is changed in the HLR and changed data have to be sent to the VLR, then: 

- for CAMEL Phase 1 and CAMEL Phase 2, the complete set of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent in one 
dialogue; 

- for CAMEL Phase 3 or higher, one or more specific elements of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info are sent in one 
dialogue. 

When the VLR receives a specific element of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info, it shall overwrite the corresponding 
specific element of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info (if any) which it has stored for that subscriber. 

For CAMEL Phase 1 and CAMEL Phase 2 , the VLR CAMEL Subscription Info consists of any one or more of: 

- O-CSI (irrespective of the value of the “CAMEL Capability Handling” inside O-CSI),TDP-Criteria for O-
CSI,SS-CSI and TIF-CSI. 

(The complete set of above shall be sent even if only one CSI has changed in case of stand alone ISD. The 
omitted elements of above list will be withdrawn in the VLR.) 

From CAMEL phase 3 onwards, the specific elements of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info which may be sent are: 

- O-CSI (irrespective of the value of the “CAMEL Capability Handling” inside O-CSI), TDP criteria for O-
CSI, SS-CSI and TIF-CSI; 
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(The complete set of above shall be sent even if only one CSI has changed in case of stand alone ISD. The 
omitted elements of above list will be withdrawn in the VLR.) 

- D-CSI; 

- VT-CSI; 

- TDP-Criteria for VT-CSI; 

- MO-SMS-CSI; 

- MT-SMS-CSI; 

- TDP-Criteria for MT-SMS-CSI; 

- M-CSI. 

If the VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the 
previously stored VLR CAMEL Subscription Info. Within one dialogue subsequent received data are interpreted as 
add-on data. If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall 
ignore it. 

The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info may contain the TIF-CSI (Translation Information Flag) for CAMEL Phase 2 and 
higher. See 3GPP TS 23.072 for the use of this parameter and the conditions for its presence. 

Supported CAMEL Phases 

The use of this parameter and the requirements for its presence are specified in 3GPP TS 23.078. This parameter is used 
by the VLR and SGSN. 

A VLR or SGSN not supporting any CAMEL Phase may omit this parameter. 

GPRS Subscription Data 

This parameter contains a list of PDP-contexts a user has subscribed to; see clause 7.6. 

At GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete GPRS Subscription Data. 

When there is a change in GPRS subscriber data the HLR shall include only the new and/or modified PDP contexts. 

When the SGSN receives GPRS Subscription Data within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire GPRS subscription data. If so, it shall replace the stored GPRS Subscription Data with the 
received data set, otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified PDP contexts (if any) and add the new PDP 
contexts (if any) to the stored GPRS Subscription Data. 

If GPRS Subscription Data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN shall keep the previously stored 
GPRS Subscription Data. 

If the SGSN detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info 

The SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info is sent at GPRS location updating or when any information in the applicable 
SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info in the HLR has been changed. 

- In CAMEL Phase 3, this parameter may contain one or both of GPRS-CSI and MO-SMS-CSI. 

- In CAMEL Phase 4, this parameter may contain GPRS-CSI, MO-SMS-CSI and MT-SMS-CSI and TDP-
Criteria for MT-SMS-CSI. 

At GPRS location updating the complete set of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info is sent. 

When CAMEL Subscription Information is changed in the HLR and changed data have to be sent to the SGSN, then 
one or more specific elements of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info are sent in one dialogue. 
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When the SGSN receives a specific element of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info, it shall overwrite the corresponding 
specific element of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info (if any) which it has stored for that subscriber. 

The specific elements of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info which may be sent are: 

- MO-SMS-CSI; 

- MT-SMS-CSI; 

- TDP-Criteria for MT-SMS-CSI; 

- GPRS-CSI; 

- MC-CSI. 

 

This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the SGSN. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

CS Allocation/Retention priority  

The CS Allocation/Retention priority is used only for Circuit Switched (CS). This parameter specifies relative 
importance to compare with other bearers about allocation and retention of bearer. This parameter is used only by the 
VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Offered CAMEL 4 CSIs  

This parameter indicates the CAMEL phase 4 CSIs offered in the VMSC/VLR or SGSN (see clause 7.6.3.36D). 

User error 

Only one of the following values is applicable: 

- Unidentified subscriber; 

- Data missing; 

- Unexpected data value. 

End of modified section 
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8.8.1.2 Service primitives 

Table 8.8/1: MAP-INSERT-SUBSCRIBER-DATA 

Parameter name Request Indication Response Confirm 
Invoke Id M M(=) M(=) M(=) 
IMSI C C(=)   
MSISDN C C(=)   
Category C C(=)   
Subscriber Status C C(=)   
Bearer service List C C(=) C C(=) 
Teleservice List C C(=) C C(=) 
Forwarding information List C C(=)   
Call barring information List C C(=)   
CUG information List C C(=)   
SS-Data List C C(=)   
eMLPP Subscription Data C C(=)   
MC-Subscription Data C C(=)   
Operator Determined Barring General data C C(=) C C(=) 
Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data C C(=)   
Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported 
Feature 

C C(=)   

Regional Subscription Data C C(=)   
VLR CAMEL Subscription Info C C(=)   
Voice Broadcast Data C C(=)   
Voice Group Call Data C C(=)   
Network access mode C C(=)   

GPRS Subscription Data C C(=)   
Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To 
Unsupported Feature 

C C(=)   

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier 
Id List 

U C(=)   

SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info C C(=)   
LSA Information C C(=)   
IST Alert Timer C C(=)   
SS-Code List   C C(=) 
LMU Identifier C C(=)   
LCS Information C C(=)   
CS Allocation/Retention priority C C(=)   
Super-Charger Supported In HLR C C(=)   
Regional Subscription Response   C C(=) 
Supported CAMEL Phases   C C (=) 
Offered CAMEL 4 CSIs   C C (=) 
User error   U C(=) 
Provider error    O 
 

8.8.1.3 Parameter use 

All parameters are described in clause 7.6. The following clarifications are applicable: 

Network access mode 

This parameter defines if the subscriber has access to MSC/VLR and/or to SGSN. This parameter is used by SGSN and 
MSC/VLR. In VLR, the parameter is used only as part of Restore Data Procedure and the parameter is not stored in the 
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VLR. This parameter shall always be sent to the SGSN as part of the GPRS subscriber data at GPRS location updating. 
It shall be sent to the SGSN if it is changed as a result of administrative action. 

IMSI 

It is only included if the service is not used in an ongoing transaction (e.g. location updating). This parameter is used by 
the VLR and the SGSN. 

MSISDN 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. The MSISDN sent shall be the basic MSISDN. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Category 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN 
receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Subscriber Status 

It is included either at location updating or when it is changed. 

To apply, remove or update Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status is set to Operator 
Determined Barring. In this case ODB General Data shall also be present. If the Operator Determined Barring applies 
and the subscriber is registered in the HPLMN and HPLMN specific Operator Determined Barring applies then ODB 
HPLMN Specific Data shall also be present. 

To remove all Operator Determined Barring Categories the Subscriber Status shall be set to "Service Granted". This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Bearer service List 

A list of Extensible Bearer service parameters (Extensible Bearer service is defined in clause 7.6). An Extensible Bearer 
service parameter must be the code for an individual Bearer service, except in the cases described below. 

The codes for the Bearer service groups "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" shall, if 
applicable, be sent from the HLR to the VLR as a pair. The codes for the Bearer service groups 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" shall, if applicable, be sent from the HLR to 
the VLR as a pair. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it includes either all Extensible Bearer services subscribed (at location 
updating or at restoration) or only the ones added (at subscriber data modification). 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Bearer service parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Bearer services (no 
error is sent back), except in the cases described below. 

If the VLR receives the codes for the Bearer service groups "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS" and supports one or more of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data 
rates specified for simple data bearer services, it shall accept the bearer service codes, and not return them in the 
response to the HLR. If the VLR does not support any of the circuit-switched synchronous or asynchronous data rates 
specified for simple data bearer services, and receives the pair of codes for "allAlternateSpeech-DataCDA" and 
"allAlternateSpeech-DataCDS" or the pair of codes for "allSpeechFollowedByDataCDA" and 
"allSpeechFollowedByDataCDS", it shall reject the pair of codes by returning them in the response to the HLR. This 
parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Teleservice List 

A list of Extensible Teleservice parameters (Extensible Teleservice is defined in clause 7.6). An Extensible Teleservice 
parameter must be the code for an individual Teleservice. 

If it is included in the Request/Indication, it contains either all Extensible Teleservices subscribed (at location updating 
or at restoration) or the ones added (at subscriber data modification). Only the Extensible Teleservices that are relevant 
to the node at which the message is received should be included in the Teleservice List. 
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If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing any Extensible Teleservice parameters which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them in the response to the HLR and discards the unsupported Extensible Teleservices (no 
error is sent back). This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Forwarding information List 

A list of Extensible Forwarding information parameters (Extensible Forwarding information is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes Call Forwarding services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. Each 
Extensible Forwarding information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the primitive. 

The Extensible Forwarding information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call forwarding supplementary 
service. The Extensible Forwarding information shall contain one or more Extensible Forwarding Features (Extensible 
Forwarding Feature is defined in clause 7.6). 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted according 
to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the Extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then (except for call forwarding unconditional) 
the Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain a number to define the forwarded-to destination and, if available, the 
forwarded-to subaddress. In other states the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to subaddress shall 
not be included. For call forwarding unconditional the forwarded-to number and, if applicable, the forwarded-to 
subaddress shall not be included. If the VLR does not receive a forwarded-to subaddress then it shall assume that a 
forwarded-to subaddress has not been registered. 

The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain the extensible forwarding options (except for call forwarding 
unconditional where the extensible forwarding options shall not be included). Bits 3 and 4 of the extensible forwarding 
options shall be ignored by the VLR, and may be set to any value by the HLR. 

For call forwarding on no reply: If the extensible SS-Status indicates that call forwarding is registered then the 
Extensible Forwarding Feature shall contain an extensible no reply condition timer. In other states the no reply 
condition timer shall not be included. 

For call forwarding services other than call forwarding on no reply: The Extensible Forwarding Feature shall not 
contain a no reply condition timer. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Call Forwarding service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Call Forwarding service codes 
(no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Call barring information List 

A list of Extensible Call barring information parameters (Extensible Call barring information is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes Call Barring services either at location updating or at restoration or when they are changed. Each Extensible 
Call barring information parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the primitive. 

The Extensible Call barring information shall include the SS-Code for an individual call barring supplementary service. 
The Extensible Call barring information shall contain one or more Extensible Call Barring Features (Extensible Call 
Barring Feature is defined in clause 7.6). 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature may include an Extensible Basic Service Group. This shall be interpreted 
according to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

The Extensible Call Barring Feature shall contain an extensible SS-Status parameter. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any Extensible Call Barring service codes which it does not 
support/allocate it returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards the unsupported Extensible Call 
Barring service codes (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

CUG information List 

A list of CUG information list parameters (CUG information is defined in clause 7.6). It includes CUG information 
either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 
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At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in CUG data, the HLR shall include the complete 
CUG-SubscriptionList and, if there are options per basic group, it shall also include the complete CUG-FeatureList. If 
there are not options per extensible basic service group the CUG-FeatureList shall not be included. 

In any dialogue, the first insertSubscriberData message which contains CUG information shall include a non-empty 
CUG-SubscriptionList. 

When the VLR receives CUG data it shall replace the stored CUG data with the received data set. 

If CUG-FeatureList is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation VLR shall interpret that no options per extensible 
basic service group exist, and then it shall apply the default values i.e. no outgoing access, no incoming access, no 
preferential CUG exists. 

If CUG-Feature is received without preferential CUG, the VLR shall interpret that no preferential CUG applies. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. 

Note that data consistency between CUG subscription data and CUG feature data is the responsibility of the HLR. 

If the VLR does not support the CUG service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and discards 
the received information (no error is sent back). This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this 
parameter it shall ignore it. 

SS-Data List 

A list of Extensible SS-Data parameters (Extensible SS-Data is defined in clause 7.6). It is sent for any other 
supplementary service than Call Forwarding, Call Barring, CUG and eMLPP either at location updating or at restoration 
or when they are changed. Each SS-Data parameter shall be treated independently of all other parameters in the 
primitive. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall include the SS-Code for an individual supplementary service. 

The Extensible SS-Data shall contain an Extensible SS-Status parameter and any subscription options that are 
applicable to the service defined by the SS-Code. 

The SS-Data may include a Basic Service Group List. This shall be interpreted according to the rules in clause 8.8.1.4. 

If the VLR receives an Indication containing any supplementary service codes which it does not support/allocate it 
returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore discards the unsupported service codes received 
(no error is sent back) 

This parameter is used by the SGSN only for LCS. If the SGSN receives an Indication containing any LCS related 
supplementary service codes which it does not support/allocate it returns them to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code 
List and therefore discards the unsupported service codes received (no error is sent back). SS-codes not related to the 
supported LCS capability set shall be discarded.  

Operator Determined Barring General data 

If it is included in a Request/Indication, it includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied 
to a subscriber registered in any PLMN. This parameter is only included in a Request/Indication when the parameter 
Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all General Operator Determined Barring 
Categories shall be set to their actual status. 

If the VLR or the SGSN receives an Indication containing Operator Determined Barring General Data which shows that 
the subscriber is subject to barring not supported / not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN, it returns Operator 
Determined Barring General Data in the response to the HLR to show the barring categories which are not supported / 
not allocated by the VLR or by the SGSN. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 

It includes all the Operator Determined Barring categories that may be applied only to a subscriber registered in the 
HPLMN. Therefore, it shall only be transferred to the VLR or to the SGSN when the subscriber is roaming into the 
HPLMN and when the parameter Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring. Note that all 
HPLMN Operator Determined Barring Categories shall be set to their actual status. 
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If Subscriber Status is set to the value Operator Determined Barring and no Operator Determined Barring HPLMN data 
is present then the VLR or the SGSN shall not apply any HPLMN specific ODB services to the subscriber. This 
parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

eMLPP Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the priorities the subscriber might apply for a 
call (as defined in clause 7.6). It contains both subparameters of eMLPP. 

If the VLR does not support the eMLPP service it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and 
therefore discards the received information (no error is sent back). 

eMLPP subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely 
replaced by the new eMLPP subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. This parameter is used 
only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

MC Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request, this parameter provides the MC Subscription Data as defined in 
clause 7.6. 

If the VLR does not support the MC service, it returns its code to the HLR in the parameter SS-Code List and therefore 
discards the received information (no error is sent back). 

MC subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR are completely replaced 
by the new MC subscription data received in a MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA during either an Update 
Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. This parameter is used only by 
the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Roaming Restriction Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the MSC/VLR (e.g. Advice of Charge Charging Level). 

If this parameter is sent to the VLR the MSC area is restricted by the HLR and the VLR. This parameter is used only by 
the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Regional Subscription Data 

If included in the Insert Subscriber Data request this parameter defines the subscriber's subscription area for the 
addressed VLR or for the addressed SGSN (as defined in clause 7.6). It contains the complete list of up to 10 Zone 
Codes that apply to a subscriber in the currently visited PLMN. The HLR shall send only those Zone Codes which are 
stored against the CC and NDC of the VLR or the CC and NDC of the SGSN to be updated. 

NOTE: Support of this parameter is a network operator option and it will not be sent to networks which do not 
support Regional Subscription. 

Regional subscription data that have been stored previously in a subscriber data record in the VLR or in the SGSN are 
completely replaced by the regional subscription data received in an Insert Subscriber Data indication during either an 
Update Location or Restore Data procedure or a stand alone Insert Subscriber data procedure. 

After the regional subscription data are inserted the VLR or the SGSN shall derive whether its location areas are 
allowed or not. If the whole MSC or SGSN area is restricted it will be reported to HLR by returning the Regional 
Subscription Response. 

The VLR or the SGSN returns a Regional Subscription Response indicating that a problem with the Zone Code has 
been detected in one of the following cases: 

- Too Many Zone Codes: more than 10 Zone Codes are to be stored in the VLR or in the SGSN. 

- Regional Subscription Not Supported by the VLR or the SGSN. 

- Zone Codes Conflict: the VLR or the SGSN detects that the zone codes indicate conflicting service permission 
for a location area. 
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Zone codes which have no mapping to location areas shall be ignored. 

If a sequence of MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA services is used during a dialogue, Regional Subscription Data 
shall be accepted only in one service. Regional Subscription Data received in a subsequent service shall be rejected with 
the error Unexpected Data Value. 

If Regional Subscription Data are not included in any MAP_INSERT_SUBSCRIBER_DATA service, there is no 
restriction of roaming due to Regional Subscription. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

Voice Broadcast Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; (VBS-Data is defined in clause 7.6). It 
includes VBS information either at location updating or at restoration or when it is changed. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VBS data, the HLR shall include the complete VBS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VBS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VBS-data with the received data set. All 
subsequent VBS-data received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBS-data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VBS data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

Voice Group Call Data 

This parameter contains a list of group id's a user might have subscribed to; see clause 7.6. 

At location updating, restoration or when there is a change in VGCS data, the HLR shall include the complete 
VGCS-Data. 

When the VLR receives VGCS-Data within a dialogue it shall replace the stored VGCS-Data with the received data set. 
All VGCS-Data received within this dialogue shall be interpreted as add-on data. 

If VBCS-Data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the previously stored VGCS-Data. 

If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

North American Equal Access preferred Carrier Id List 

A list of the preferred carrier identity codes that are subscribed to. 

When the VLR receives this parameter from the HLR, it shall replace the previously stored preferred carrier identity 
codes with the received ones. It is not possible to delete all the preferred carrier identity codes from the VLR using this 
service. To delete all the preferred carrier identity codes from the VLR, the HLR shall use the 
MAP_CANCEL_LOCATION service. 

LSA Information 

If included in the ISD request, this parameter contains a list of localised service area identities a user might have 
subscribed to together with the priority, the preferential access indicator, the active mode support indicator and active 
mode indication of each localised service area; see clause 7.6. The access right outside these localised service areas is 
also indicated. In all cases mentioned below, the LSA information shall only include LSA Data applicable to the 
VPLMN where the Subscriber is located. The VLR number, received in the MAP-UPDATE_LOCATION primitive, or 
the SGSN number, received in the MAP_UPDATE_GPRS_LOCATION primitive, can be used, alongside data stored 
in the HLR, to determine the LSA Data applicable to the VPLMN. 

At restoration, location updating or GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete set of applicable LSA 
Information. 

When there is a change in LSA data the HLR shall include at least the new and/or modified LSA data. 
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When there is a change in the access right outside the localised service areas the HLR shall include the LSA only access 
indicator. 

When the SGSN or the VLR receives LSA information within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire LSA information. If so, it shall replace the stored LSA information with the received data set, 
otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified LSA data (if any) and/or access right, and add the new LSA 
data (if any) to the stored LSA Information. 

If the entire LSA information is received, it shall always include the LSA only access indicator value together with the 
LSA data applicable for the PLMN (if any). 

If LSA Information is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN or the VLR shall keep the previously 
stored LSA Information. 

If the SGSN or the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used by the VLR and the SGSN. 

IST Alert Timer 

This parameter contains the IST Alert timer value that must be used to inform the HLR about the call activities that the 
subscriber performs. 

At Location Updating, restoration, or when there is a change in the IST data defined for the Subscriber, the HLR shall 
include the IST Alert timer. 

LMU Identifier 

This parameter indicates the presence of an LMU. This parameter is used only by the VLR and shall be ignored if 
received by an SGSN. 

LCS Information 

This parameter provides the following LCS related information for an MS subscriber: 

- list of GMLCs in the HPLMN; 

- privacy exception list; 

- MO-LR list. 

At restoration and location updating, the HLR shall include the complete LCS data of the subscriber. 

When there is a change in LCS subscriber data the HLR shall include at least the new and/or modified LCS data. LCS 
data that is not modified need not be included. 

The VLR/SGSN shall keep any previously stored LCS Information that is not included in an Insert Subscriber Data 
operation. 

If the VLR/SGSN detects that there is overlapping in the LCS information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. 

Super-Charger Supported In HLR 

This parameter is used by the HLR to indicate support for the Super-Charger functionality. If this parameter is present it 
shall include an indication of the age of the subscription data stored in the HLR. 

If this parameter is absent then the HLR does not support the Super-Charger functionality. 

SS-Code List 

The list of SS-Code parameters for the services that are provided to a subscriber but are not supported/allocated by the 
VLR (SS-Code is defined in clause 7.6). The list can only include individual SS-Codes that were sent in the service 
request and SS-Codes for the eMLPP and/or CUG services if the above mentioned conditions, as described in eMLPP 
Subscription Data and/or CUG information List, are met (that is, eMLPP Subscription Data and/or CUG information 
List are received). This parameter is used by only the VLR. 

Regional Subscription Response 
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If included in the response this parameter indicates one of: 

- MSC Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- SGSN Area Restricted entirely because of regional subscription; 

- Too Many Zone Codes to be inserted; 

- Zone Codes Conflict; 

- Regional Subscription not Supported by the VLR or by the SGSN. 

If the VLR determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire MSC area is restricted, the VLR 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating MSC Area Restricted. Otherwise MSC Area Restricted 
is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current MSC area is no longer restricted. 

If the SGSN determines after insertion of Regional Subscription Data that the entire SGSN area is restricted, the SGSN 
shall respond with a Regional Subscription Response indicating SGSN Area Restricted. Otherwise SGSN Area 
Restricted is not sent. The HLR shall check whether the current SGSN area is no longer restricted. This parameter is 
used by the VLR and by the SGSN. 

VLR CAMEL Subscription Info 

This parameter is sent for subscribers who have CAMEL services which are invoked in the MSC. 

- In CAMEL phase 1, this parameter contains only the O-CSI. 

- In CAMEL Phase 2, this parameter may contain O-CSI, SS-CSI and TIF-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 2 and 
onwards, TDP-Criteria for O-CSI may be associated with O-CSI. 

- In CAMEL Phase 3, this parameter may contain O-CSI, D-CSI, SS-CSI, VT-CSI, MO-SMS-CSI, M-CSI and 
TIF-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 3 and onwards,  TDP-Criteria for VT-CSI may be associated with VT-CSI. 

- In CAMEL Phase 4, this parameter may contain O-CSI, D-CSI, SS-CSI, VT-CSI, MO-SMS-CSI, MT-SMS-
CSI, M-CSI and TIF-CSI. In CAMEL Phase 4, TDP-Criteria for MT-SMS-CSI may be associated with MT-
SMS-CSI. 

The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent at location updating or when any information in the applicable CAMEL 
Subscription Info in the HLR has been changed. 

At location updating, the complete set of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent in one dialogue. 

When CAMEL Subscription Information is changed in the HLR and changed data have to be sent to the VLR, then: 

- for CAMEL Phase 1 and CAMEL Phase 2, the complete set of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is sent in one 
dialogue; 

- for CAMEL Phase 3 or higher, one or more specific elements of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info are sent in one 
dialogue. 

When the VLR receives a specific element of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info, it shall overwrite the corresponding 
specific element of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info (if any) which it has stored for that subscriber. 

For CAMEL Phase 1 and CAMEL Phase 2 , the VLR CAMEL Subscription Info consists of any one or more of: 

- O-CSI (irrespective of the value of the “CAMEL Capability Handling” inside O-CSI),TDP-Criteria for O-
CSI,SS-CSI and TIF-CSI. 

(The complete set of above shall be sent even if only one CSI has changed in case of stand alone ISD. The 
omitted elements of above list will be withdrawn in the VLR.) 

From CAMEL phase 3 onwards, the specific elements of VLR CAMEL Subscription Info which may be sent are: 

- O-CSI (irrespective of the value of the “CAMEL Capability Handling” inside O-CSI), TDP criteria for O-
CSI, SS-CSI and TIF-CSI; 
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(The complete set of above shall be sent even if only one CSI has changed in case of stand alone ISD. The 
omitted elements of above list will be withdrawn in the VLR.) 

- D-CSI; 

- VT-CSI; 

- TDP-Criteria for VT-CSI; 

- MO-SMS-CSI; 

- MT-SMS-CSI; 

- TDP-Criteria for MT-SMS-CSI; 

- M-CSI. 

If the VLR CAMEL Subscription Info is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the VLR shall keep the 
previously stored VLR CAMEL Subscription Info. Within one dialogue subsequent received data are interpreted as 
add-on data. If the VLR detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the 
error Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall 
ignore it. 

The VLR CAMEL Subscription Info may contain the TIF-CSI (Translation Information Flag) for CAMEL Phase 2 and 
higher. See 3GPP TS 23.072 for the use of this parameter and the conditions for its presence. 

Supported CAMEL Phases 

The use of this parameter and the requirements for its presence are specified in 3GPP TS 23.078. This parameter is used 
by the VLR and SGSN. 

A VLR or SGSN not supporting any CAMEL Phase may omit this parameter. 

GPRS Subscription Data 

This parameter contains a list of PDP-contexts a user has subscribed to; see clause 7.6. 

At GPRS location updating the HLR shall include the complete GPRS Subscription Data. 

When there is a change in GPRS subscriber data the HLR shall include only the new and/or modified PDP contexts. 

When the SGSN receives GPRS Subscription Data within a dialogue it shall check if the received data has to be 
considered as the entire GPRS subscription data. If so, it shall replace the stored GPRS Subscription Data with the 
received data set, otherwise it shall replace the data only for the modified PDP contexts (if any) and add the new PDP 
contexts (if any) to the stored GPRS Subscription Data. 

If GPRS Subscription Data is omitted in the Insert Subscriber Data operation the SGSN shall keep the previously stored 
GPRS Subscription Data. 

If the SGSN detects that there is overlapping in the information received within a dialogue, it shall send the error 
Unexpected Data Value. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info 

The SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info is sent at GPRS location updating or when any information in the applicable 
SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info in the HLR has been changed. 

- In CAMEL Phase 3, this parameter may contain one or both of GPRS-CSI and MO-SMS-CSI. 

- In CAMEL Phase 4, this parameter may contain GPRS-CSI, MO-SMS-CSI and MT-SMS-CSI and TDP-
Criteria for MT-SMS-CSI. 

At GPRS location updating the complete set of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info is sent. 

When CAMEL Subscription Information is changed in the HLR and changed data have to be sent to the SGSN, then 
one or more specific elements of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info are sent in one dialogue. 
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When the SGSN receives a specific element of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info, it shall overwrite the corresponding 
specific element of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info (if any) which it has stored for that subscriber. 

The specific elements of SGSN CAMEL Subscription Info which may be sent are: 

- MO-SMS-CSI; 

- MT-SMS-CSI; 

- TDP-Criteria for MT-SMS-CSI; 

- GPRS-CSI; 

- MC-CSI. 

 

This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Roaming Restricted In SGSN Due To Unsupported Feature 

The HLR may decide to include this parameter in the request if certain services or features are indicated as not 
supported by the SGSN. This parameter is used only by the SGSN and if the VLR receives this parameter it shall ignore 
it. 

CS Allocation/Retention priority  

The CS Allocation/Retention priority is used only for Circuit Switched (CS). This parameter specifies relative 
importance to compare with other bearers about allocation and retention of bearer. This parameter is used only by the 
VLR and if the SGSN receives this parameter it shall ignore it. 

Offered CAMEL 4 CSIs  

This parameter indicates the CAMEL phase 4 CSIs offered in the VMSC/VLR or SGSN (see clause 7.6.3.36D). 

User error 

Only one of the following values is applicable: 

- Unidentified subscriber; 

- Data missing; 

- Unexpected data value. 

End of modified section 
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